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Tobacco prices
remain higher
Sales for Type 23 dark-fired
tobacco in Murray continue to bring higher than average prices.
Approximately 60,000 pounds of
dark-fired tobacco sold in Wednesday sales with the top price
reaching a record high $2.23 a
pound. The crop was owned by
Weldon Gallimore, Puryear,
Tenn. Most other crops sold for
more than $2 per pound.
Almost 39,000 pounds were sold
at Growers Loose Leaf Floor, according to owners Pete Waldrop
and Rob McCallon, while 21,000
pounds sold at Farris Loose Leaf
Floor, Cecil Farris said.
Prior to Wednesday's sale, the
Murray-Mayfield district sold
2,899,499 pounds of tobacco at
$4,209,770.79 or $1.45 a pound, according to Will Clark, general
manager of the Western DarkFired Tobacco Growers Association. The per-pound figure is 32
cents higher than last year, he added. Two sales remain in the buying season.
The general manager said he
expected similiar above average
sales today in Mayfield.
Clark and Waldrop agreed

higher prices may be the result of
an overestimated appraisal of
tobacco yields set by the United
States Department of Agriculture.
Estimates were set at 8.4 million
pounds for the Murray-Mayfield
area.
However, Clark said comparsion of yield estimates to pounds
sold does not tell the entire story.
Some farmers have sold their
crops by "country purchases," or
in their barns without bringing the
tobacco to market. A wet planting
season caused many acres to be
ruined while some farmers did not
get all their crops set, Clark said.
Better quality also may have
raised the price, he added.
"The producers also deserve to
be commended. They are doing a
better job handling tobacco,"
Clark said.
Farris said he felt increased
usage has raised prices. Type 23 is
used for chewing tobacco, snuff
and pipe tobacco. It also is exported.
The next Murray sale will be
Wednesday, Feb. 24. The last sale,
a clean-up sale, will be announced
at a later date.

Health officials will use noise
to discourage roosting birds
Noise makers will be used on
Thursday afternoon and possibly
Friday in an effort to discourage
blackbirds from roosting in trees
near Woods and Ordway Halls on
the campus of Murray State
University.
James Erwin, administrator of
the Calloway County Health
Department, said the procedure
will begin about 4 p.m. and continue until dark on Thursday and
be repeated, if necessary, on Friday.
Aerial bombs which Erwin says
"make a lot of noise" will be used
.in trying to frighten the birds
-- away from the areas where they
have been roosting, including
trees east of 14th Street in the
Wells Boulevard residential area.

Officials of the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture will be
working with representatives of
the local health department to
carry out the operation, which has
been in the planning stage for
about two weeks.
Joe Green, director of, public
safety at Murray State, said people should avoid areas where the
work is being done. Campus
security officers will be assisting
with the effort.
Erwin said the birds, besides being a nuisance, can create the
potential for a health problem
over a period of time if steps are
not taken to get rid of them. Bird
droppings can be the source of a
lung disease known - as
histoplasm osis.

JEWELRY — A jewelry piece in the shape of a horse shows some
of the different stages of Bill Moore's work as a jeweler. The piece is
made in wax before it is made from metal.

JEWELER BILL — Bill Moore puts the final touches to a ring he is
making for a customer.

Bikers called him Jeweler Bill

Moore continues art learnedin -Cqlifornw
By Matt Sanders
The letters on his motorcycle
license plate spelled "FICTOR"
which was the Latin version of his
nickname among his California
biker friends and the trade which
he continues to practice today.
To the Golden State twowheelers, Bill Moore was
"Jeweler" or "Jeweler Bill." He
was the designer of belt buckles,
rings, ear rings and other jewelry
of various bike clubs. Moore never
rode with a club although bikers
were his first clients.
In fact, he built his own HarleyDavidson from parts which he
received in exchange for his work.
It's registered as a 1948 model and
he tried to get the best-made
Harley-Davidson parts from
various years.
"It's your basic California chopper," he admits.
While studying art at Murray
State University, Moore's interest
in jewelry was stirred by Harry
Furches. Then he trekked to
southern California to pursue his
trade.
He admitted to being raw in his
first few years of the business. But
his break came when he enrolled

in the Starline School of Jewelry__Moore going._
"Each idea is a new challenge.
Design in Los Angeles. He took a
series of courses under "Lucky" That's what I like about it. It's
Jackson, whom Moore termed as something new everyday. Sothe premiere wax carver in the meone comes in here with an idea
country. "Lucky's" name came and I'm the one who has to intertrue in the 1950's when he made pret it into something wearable."
He uses heated tools and various
the head and hands molds used to
sizes of files and knives to carve
make Barbie dolls.
"You come out (of the school) the wax pieces. When the wax
knowing the trade inside out and replica is finished, Moore has the
top to bottom. If you don't, you purchaser inspect the item for any
have it in your notes," Moore said possible changes. When the design
in his workshop, pointing to is approved, he makes a mold of
notebooks filled with papers from the work from heated unvulcanized rubber. If the piece is to be an
one class.
He received certification ( re- original, no mold imade.
After the mold is made, he cuts
quired in California) as a jeweler.
In making jewelry, Moore the rubber so the top can be pulled
makes a replica from wax. Work- away and reused.
In making the jewelry, the wax
ing with wax allows for errors
piece is placed in a container.
when carving the designs.
'Lucky had a philosophy of Moore then mixes together water
'think, plan, do.' Thinking and and an investment of ground glass
planning is 90 percent of it. It ( wax and plaster of Paris. The mixture
carving) can save time and is placed in a vacuum chamber
under 29 pounds of pressure to
work," Moore said.
He also may make sketches or remove all bubbles from the water
refer to pictures before starting on before it is poured into the container.
a wax piece.
The container is put in an oven
People who order custom work
can check the piece before it is at 400 degrees and gradually
heated to 1,350 degrees. The inmade from metal.
The variety of works keeps vestment forms a mold around the

wax figure before the wax melte.
The medal to be used for the
jewelry is melted under a
vacuum. It then is poured into the
mold to form the piece.
The real labor, as Moore calls it,
begins with the filing, polishing
(removing all scratches) and buffing of the piece.
Moore has assisted and received
help from Murray jeweler Alfred
Lindsey.
Despite his years in the
business, jewelry-making remains a part-time occupation.
Moore also helps his mother,
Mavis, with her antique shop.
Most of his work on jewelry
comes at night, which he credits to
having resided in Los Angeles, a
24-hour town. -Sometimes I never
get started until after eight at
night."
During his free time, Moore's
interests lie with photography. He
set up his own darkroom and is
beginning the photograph all his
works since most are one-of-akind pieces.
His favorite subjects are
wildlife creatures with a sterling
silver large-mouth bass being his
favorite work.

Gov.Brown may ask legislators to increase state user fees
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. may ask
the 1982 General Assembly to increase so-called "user fees" to
generate from $60 million to $100
million for the state during the
r_ next two yeacs.
In an interview Wednesday,
._Browastressed that his consideration of the -increases is
preliminary and-thiil no decision
would be made until he consults
agency heads. and legislative
leaders.
User fees include those charged
by virtually every cabinet of state

program, which Brown said was
government for a wide variety of ment to where the taxpayers know
and we don't charge for
"costly
for."
paying
they're
what
permits.
and
licenses
services,
budget officials estimate
State
to
an
Such
approach
generating
it."
Brown said he is looking at
of the program at $2
cost
be
more
for
the
would
state
the
money
fees
the
where
about 40 areas
annually.
.
a
tax
million
than
increase,
equitable
could be increased by "small
Brown said, because those receivamounts."
Others include permit fees for
ing the services would be those
surface-mining operations,
are established- wbo pay for them.
fees
the
of
Many
by statute sac
as such, any- inF--- Brown said he has ben 'stay:- building inspections andrestaurant health inspections.
creases would require the sp. ing a breakdown of the amount of
The governor said he also was
proyal of the General Assembly:— money which could be raised by
at charging prisoners $10
"looking
and
in
areas
all
particular
agencies
into
increases
looking
"We're
stay in jail."
to
night
a
that service industry and, in some probably will make the issue part
Brown said he was "willing to
the
alth
of
serState
where
of
Commonwe
his
public,
the
instances,
take the heat" if the General
vices are being provided free or Address in early March.
Assembly would prefer giving him
conunder
said.
the
items
Among
Brown
cost,"
way under
authority to increase the fees.
&
"We need to structure govern- sideration is the drivers' licensing

But he said he also would be the current fiscal year.
Other areas being considered
satisfied with presenting a
increases, officials said, infor
for
s
package of increase
chicle automobile licenses, birth
legislative consideration.
and death certificates,
Senate President Pro Tern Joe agricultural inspections and
Pratkier, D-Vine Grove, said he fishing and hunting licenses.
was aware the governor was look_In each instance, Brown said,
ing at increasing certain fees.
hikes proposed would be •
any
Kentucky's legislators would be
more receptive to specific pro- -small increases (designed) to
pcsals than to giving the governor sustain the cost of providing.the general authority to increase the services."
The governor, who said he has
fees, Prather added.
Under the state's existing fee been considering the matter for
system, budget officials expect to six months, also believes inreceive about $300 million during dustries would be in a better posi-

Vote expected on bill to require parental consent forsibortion
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Hung up on a technicality, a bill to
require minors to receive parental
consent for an abortion is expected to come up for a final vote
today in the state House of

foggy day
Patches of dense fog with a
chance of light rain or drizzle
today. Highs in the low to mid
40s. Foggy with a good chance
of light fain tonight. Lows In
the mid 30s. Rain ending Friday folowed by decreasing
cloudiness. Highs in the mid 40s
to near 50.
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Representatives.
Prior to the final vote on the bill
Wednesday, it was discovered
that an amendment the House had
approved was improperly drafted
and referred to the wrong lines in
the bill.
The House voted to delay a vote
for one day to allow the amendment to be corrected.
The bill was expected to easily
pass after a test vote to table the
bill failed 75-10 Wednesday.
The bill, similar to one that
passed the House in 1980 before
dying in a Senate committee,
would require a woman under 18
to have the consent of both parents
before she could have an abortion.
If either or both of the parents
refuse to give consent, the girl
would have the option of obtaining
a court order allowing an abortion.
The bill would also require that
a woman give informed consent
for an abortion, that a woman's
husband be informed before she
has an abortion, and that the state
keep more detailed abortion
statitistics.
Reps. Herbie Deskins, DPikeville, and Aubrey Williams,
D-Louisville, charged the bill was
an unconstitutional attempt to

-^

legislate morality.
language is the strongest
abortion language that can be
done," Deskins said. "It takes
away the rights of a woman to
decide what she wants to do with
her own body."
-When be begin to legislate
morality, we infringe on the
separation of church and state and
the inherent right of a woman to

exercise freedom of choice," said
Williams.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. William
Donnermeyer, D-Bellevue, said
that "contrary to rumors going
around the halls, the intent of the
bill is not to limit a woman's right
to make a decision, but to make
that decision with full
knowledge."
A House-passed congressional

redistricting plan won the approval of the Senate State Government Committee on Wednesday
after the panel rejected an effort
to shift Jessamine County from
the 5th to the 6th District.

Chairman Sen. Pat McCuiston,
D-Pembroke, said he believed the
Senate's proposal was better than
that being offered by the House.
"But we're asking for trouble if

we disrupt the house bill that
much....I think it would be a
mistake."
The committee also was more
receptive to an attorney general's
proposal than it had been a week
ago.
Last week,the committee heard
testimony on the proposal to give
investigators from the attorney
general's office the status of peace
officers.

Bill to alter state's wage low goes to Senate floor
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — A
Senate committee today voted to
send to the floor a House-passed
bill that greatly modifies Kentucky's prevailing wage law.
The Labor and Industry Committee rejected a proposed compromise from labor.
However, it used a parliamentary move that will require the bill
to get at least 20 votes in the 38member Senate in order to pass.
The bill would greatly expand
the number of publicly finane'ed.
construction projects that are exempt from the prevailing wage— a
minimum level that must be paid
on public construction projects.

BEST

The bill would raise the expanded the number of regions
threshold from $500 to $250,000. that are used to define the prevailThat means a project would have ing wage. This is computed on the
to Cost more than $250,000 before basis of the wage that is prevelant
in a geographic area that is deterthe prevailing wage applied.
It also exempts all school mined by the state labor commisbuildings and any project that sioner.
uses less than 50 percent state
Many of the complaints about
money.
the current law have come from
DHays,
Doug
John
Sen.
rural areas which contend they
Pikeville. offered a committee
must pay artifically high wages
proposed
substitute that had been
that prevail within an urban area
would
It
tives.
representa
labor
by
that is included in their region.
have made the threshold $75,000
exthe
removed
have
The committee rejected Hays'
would
and
emption for school buildings in proposal by a 4-3 vote.
The committee then voted 5-2 to
projects using less than 50 percent
send the bill to the Senate floor
state funds.
Has' proposal also would have with no expression. Such a

parliamentary move will require
the bill to get a constitutional majority of 20 votes to pass.
State Labor Commissioner John
Wells spoke against the bill. He
said it would offer very little protection for construction workers.
'If House Bill 299 is enacted,
wage competition will result in
bidding down construction
workers' wages without any insurance that public works construction work proect costs will be
increased," Wells told the committee.
Backers of the bill contend the
prevailing wage hiijziatlyThflatedd the emit it osootroction projects.
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President may be willing to revise fiscal budget,Stockman
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Democrats say President Reagan
must back up budget director
David A. Stockman's conciliatory
comments if there is to be any
bipartisan revision of Reagan's
fiscal 1983 budget.
In an appearance before the
House Budget Committee,
Stockman indicated Wednesday
that the president may be willing
to reconsider his previous refusal
to raise taxes or cut the 18 percent
buildup in defense spending called
for in the administration's deficitridden $757.6 billion spending
plan.
Stockman told the panel: "I
believe this administration and I
think this president will look very

Rep. Leon E. Panetta, D-Calif., changes we've made" in personal in any budget and any economic budget — $98.6
billion this yar
told Stockman: 'I don't think and business tax reductions.
policy."
and $91 billion in 1983.
there's any question up here that
As for defense, Rep. Les Aspin,
"What the president was trying
He insisted that if Congress had
this budget isn't going to fly as D-Wis., asked whether the presi- to get across with the letter and rejected
Reagan's budget plan a
presented to the Congress. I think dent would.,accept a cut of $10 what he's (Stockman)supposed to year ago and
passed the alteranybody who thinks that's the
billion from the $221.1 billion he be trying to get across.. especially native developed by
Democrats,
case is nuts."
requested for the Pentagon. to our people ( Republicans) is: the deficit would be
a few billion
Later, Panetta said in an inter- Stockman didn't reject the idea 'Far God's sake don't go running dollars higher
for 1983.
view that the clear message he got outright. Instead he said, "There off the reservation, there's room
•.
In a related development, a
from Stockman's remarks "is one may be room for savings which we to talk and there's room to change staff analysis
by a subcommittee
of conciliation. He certainly is not haven't found or that you may and we're going to try to ac- of the
congressional Joint
shutting the door."
want to propose."
comodate you."
Economic Committee concluded
But Panetta added: "There's no
A House Republican source,
House Majority Leader Jim that worsening federal deficits, inquestion that unless the White who asked not to be identified, Wright, D-Texas, while also ap- flation and
industrial bottlenecks
House is willing to back up questioned whether Stockman's pealing for compromise, did not will develop
over the next several
Stockman's statements on con- testimony was "a clear signal that let pass an opportunity to assail years
unless the president's prociliation, the budget process isn't the gates are open."
Reagan for what he called a non- posed defense buildup is trimmed.
going to go very far this
The source noted that a letter
ending cycle of "high interest
If the real rate of growth in
year... The signals have to be Reagan sent to Republican
rates, high unemployment rates, defense spending could be reducmuch clearer from the White legislators over the weekend urghigh deficits."
ed to 5 percent per year, the report
House...if we're going to get some ed them to continue to support his
Stockman denied charges that said, the budgetary savings would
program while simultaneously
real movement."
Reagan's economic program is to be about $7 billion in fiscal 1983
Stockman told the panel that reminding them "there will
blame for the record deficits and about $90 billion from 1983 to
Reagan feels the tax code "isn't always be room for improvement forecast in the administration's 1987.
Kentucky State Police reported
just more than $2,500 was stolen.
chiseled in stone."
a break-in at Max Gore's home on
Reported as stolen were currenHe pointed to the billions of
Penny Road just more than nine
cy, jewelry, portable television
dollars in tax breaks Congress admiles north of Murray.
and camera and eight firearms. ded to the basic Reagan plan last
According to reports, the
No arrests have been made in the
year and invited Congress to
residence was entered sometime
incident, according to KSP officer "take a look" at revenues. But he
between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Dale Parker who is iqvestigating
warned against trying "to reverse
Tuesday and property valued at
the incident.
the important and fundamental
CHICAGO (AP) — Ford Motor said. He noted only 144 of the counconfident the Ford workers would
Co. is a step closer to gaining $1 cil's 225 members, all leaders of
"vote in relatively the same
billion in givebacks after leaders Ford locals around the country,
measure as their leadership did in
of the United Auto Workers' Ford attended the three-hour conclave.
favor of this agreement," echoing
locals approved a new contract,
a prediction he made Sunday after
One of the 12 voting against the
but a union dissident says he pact was Al Gardner, president of
the union's 26-member executive
hopes to convince rank-and-filers Local 600 at a Ford tool-and-die
board unanimously approved the
to kill the pact.
plant in Dearborn, Mich.
tentative pact.
The UAW's Ford council voted
"These concessions are not go"I think the agreement is in the
FRASKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Perposal to change the way state emergency regulation "is a true
overwhelmingly Wednesday to ing to save jobs or lower car
best interest of the Ford workers
agencies may submit emergency emergency exists."
sons convicted of misdemeanors
recommend that Ford's 170,000 prices for the consumer," Gard- and I think the
regulations.
could seek "shock" probation 30
leadership
The bill was designed "to keep union workers
ratify the conces- ner said Wednesday.
recognized that," UAW President
days after being imprisoned under
Sponsored by Sen. Jim Bunning, agencies from trying to bypass the
•
sions agreement, Donald Ephlin,
Douglas Fraser said at a news
"We're just giving the corporaR-Fort Thomas, the bW would re- legislative review process," he
a measure approved by the state
UAW vice president and head of tion a billion dollars ... It's conference after the
Ford council
Senate.
quire that an agency enacting an added.
the Ford department,said.
vote.
ludicrous," Gardner said. "I think
emergency regulation submit
Sen.
Georgia
Powers,
DOnly 12 delegates at the Ford I have a better chance with the
The theory behind shock probeUnion rank-and-file voting was
another regulation with the same Louisville, survived an attempt-to
, •
council meeting voted--against membership" than with -this tube scheduled immediately
lion is that personexposed to
effect to the legislature's Ad- table her bill in support of Kenand
rank-and-file ratification of the UAW's Ford council.
prison life for a short period of
_should be completed by 6 p.m. on
ministrative Regulation and tucky State University.
time will be convinced not to coinpact, with 132 in favor, Ephlin
!•
Ephlin, however, said he was -Feb. 28, Elphin said. He said sesReview Subcommittee.
After defeating the motion to
!
mit another crime.
sions would be held to inform
That subcommittee then must table by a 31-2 vote, the Senate apUnder the bill, approved
workers of contract details.
review the regulation within 60 proved Sen. Powers' bill. It would
Wednesday, persons convicted in
The company would save $1
days. If the regulation is rejected, specify that the General Assembly
either circuit or district court
billion in labor costs, but the savthe agency could not resubmit intends KSU to remain a four-year
would be eligible for the program.
ings probably will not affect car
another emergency measure that residential university.
The measure,sponsored by Sen.
sales,
auto industry analysts
had the same effect.
Owners of trailers and semiMike Moloney, D-Lexington, also
predict.
Moloney opposed the bill, saying trailers would be permitted to buy
would delete a current provision
it "has the potential of creating five-year licenses under another
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador day sweep in which 4,000 governof the law that allows a court to
c:
significant chaos" in the event of a measure receiving the Senate's (AP) — The U.S. Army's senior ment troops were able to kill only
grant the probation on its own mofederal requirement that a state approval.
commander in Central America 28 of the 400 to 600 guerrillas they
tion.
agency must meet through an
The five-year provision would
was winding up a three-day visit were hunting.
emergency regulation.
The bill was approved 35-2 and
be optional for trailer owners who to El Salvador today to assess
Western diplomats and relief
Murray-Calloway County ComBunning argued, however, that preferred that approach over an- reports that leftist rebels are mak- workers estimate that the guer- munity Theatre today announced
sent to the House.
an agency could still issue an nual renewals.
The Senate also endorsed a yroing progress against the forces of rillas move almost at will through - plans for the 5th Annual Memberthe U.S.-backed junta.
10 of El Salvador's 15 provinces.
ship Drive. _ _
A U.S. Embassy source, who
Nutting, head of the U.S.
Monday, *arch 22, has been
asked anonymity for diplomatic Southern Command, inspected a selected for the door-to-door fund
reasons, said Lt. Gen. Wallace H. string of military bases, including drive. According to Dr. Hal
Nutting came from his Panama the headquarters of the U.S.- Houston, Canvas Chairman, this
headquarters to "assess the effec- trained Atlactl rapid deployment year's drive is in March to cointiveness of our military battalion. He also toured the II- cide with the Theatre's 5th Anassistance" to the military- opango Air Base outside San niversary Celebration, a produccivilian junta.
Salvador where a guerrilla attack tion of the comedy, "The ImFRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) —Per- animals are bred and trained for cruelty would be owning
The visit followed guerrilla at- Jan. 27 destroyed or damaged portance of Being Earnest."
an
sons convicted of promoting
that purpose.
tacks that destroyed half of the more than a dozen aircraft, inanimal which takes part in a fight
Anyone wishing more informaanimal fights would be guilty of a
The dogs generally fight in large and owning property where a fight
junta's air force and cut off cluding six U.S.-supplied Huey-1 tion or to volunteer may call 759felony offense under the provipits and the "only sounds are of OCCtlfs.
eastern El Salvador, and a five- troop transport helicopters.
1752, 759-1074 or 753-9448.
sions of a bill being considered by .tearing flesh, breaking bones and
•
Attending an animal fight would
the 1982 General Assembly.
encouragement from the spec- be a second-degree cruelty offense
Supporters of the bill appeared• tators."
under the measure.
Wednesday before the House
Noting that the bill applies to all
Animal
fighting
also
is
proJudiciary-Criminal Committee._
animals,
Rep. David Van Horn, Dfitable,
Blow
said,
citing
wagers
arguing that Kentucky's misdeLexington, predicted that Guen$200
$40,000
of
to
on
fights,
$20
to
meanor law on animal fights en$50 admission fees and $2,000 to thner would have difficulty receivcourages persons from other
$4,000
offerings for championship- ing the Senate's approval because
By RON DZWONKOWSKI
states to bring their animals here
Police awaited the results of
Court Clerk Kathleen Dent said
of sentiment among some
caliber
dogs.
Associated Press Writer
for illegal purposes.
autopsies today, but said each vic- Haggart had not retained a lawyer
senators for chicken fighting.
FARWELL, Mich. (AP) — tim appeared to have been shot for the divorce proceeding, and
The nation's animal-fighting
Maj. Arthur Conkwright of the
"I understand there are some
Police have issued a nationwide once.
network is highly organized, in- Kentucky State Police field opera- members of the legislature
Aleck said he was told by Mrs.
who
alert for a car that vanished from
volving contracts, schedules and tions division said the fights pro-- find chicken fighting an enjoyable
People in this town of 1,000 _Baggart's attorney it was not cera farm where a shotgun massacre residents were stunned by the kilt-- -tain whether the husband was
publications, they said.
mpt additional criminal activity, thing," Guenthner said.
killed seven members of a family, Ings.
Such fights "are not random such as gambling and the use of
_ever personally notified:Ai__ the _z
"I don't agree...I find chleken
sparing only a year-old infant who
-7.
meetings of stray dogs," said Eric drugs.
"Why would anyone?" asked
hearing.
fighting as deplorable as dog
was shielded by her mother's Robert Van Buskirk, who knew
_
Blow, director of animal control
Aleck said Mrs. Haggart had
The bill, sponsored by Rep. fighting," he said, adding that he
body.
.
- and protection in Jefferson Coun- *Louie Guenthner, R-Louisville, would not change
Post from the Veterans of Foreign returned to Michigan from
his bill.
Authorities had a "possible Wars local chapter, where Post Florida this week for the hearing.
ty
would make intentionally causing
The committee did not vote on
suspect" Wednesday in the kill- was a past commander. "I can't — Aleck also said there was an
•
The American pit bull terrier is animals to fight a Class D felony the measure Wednesday, but
ings of 53-year-old mailman imagine why it had to be kids unrelated felony warrant outstan••••,7., the breed most commonly used for as first-degree cruelty to animals. several members indicated
that
George W. Post, his wife, two especially."
dog fights, Blow said, and the
Also constituting first-degree they would support it.
ding for Haggart, issued by
daughters and three grandThe dead children ranged in age
authorities in Lenawee County,
children. But Clare County Sheriff from 7 to 10.
150 miles away. The warrant
Ghazey Aleck refused to identify
Aleck said authorities "would
charges Haggart with passing bad
the suspect.
very much like to have" a 1980 checks, Aleck said.
Abet also said police in the Buick LeSabre that belonged to
In addition to Post-*ta Mrs.
6?
e"' 41406424.0
state were told to "be on the the Posts. It may have been stolen
Haggart, 23, the victims of the
lookout" for the husband of one of by the killer from the one-story, shootings were Post's wife,
the victims.
red-and-white house, police said.-- ---Vaudrey,--424- another of Post's
Authorities said they had no
Police were told to be on the
daughters, Helen Gaffney, 29, and
accoaAt..t,
eiritaAaa'n
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after it left the parking lot.
carefully at a good-faith, sincere
effort on the part of the responsible leadership of Congress...to
propose something different."
Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla.,
the committee's chairman,
welcomed Stockman's statements
as "progress — progress and
hope."
"I thought his testimony by
itself did give running room to
allow a compromise to emerge,"
Jones said after the hearing. But,
he added, "It certainly has quite a
way to go yet."
Democrat after Democrat —
and even some Republicans — let
Stockman know how unpalatable
they found Reagan's recommendations.

State police investigate break-in

Ford's union workers approve pact;
dissident skeptical about concessions

Senate supports shock probation bill
for those convicted of misdemeanors

Army's senior commander
assesses ElSalvador situation

Community theatre
drive announced

Bill would make animalfights felonies;
supporters present case to committee

Nationwide alert issued for vehicle
vanishingirom shotgun massacre
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Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now! Check with us today!

Bowling Green optometrist
released on $10,000 bond
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Trade associations and supermaket chains have
also been accused of price-fixing. In 1978, 13
southern California packers were fined a total of
$640,000 and nine company officials were sent to jail
for their part in a price-fixing conspiracy. Three
years earlier, the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
was found liable for $32 million damages by a San - Francisco federal court jury for conspiring to fix
high retail prices and low wholesale prices.
Nor are other supermarket chains blameless.
Several chain stores sell ungraded beef, inspected
for wholeiomeness but not graded for tenderness
and quality. Without a grade label for guidance,
customers are at the mercy of the store, unable to
judge the value they are purchasing.
These criticisms are subject to rebuttal, as are all
blanket accusations. Some supermarkets do sell
graded meat. And those that do not say they are
saving customers money by selling ungraded beef
below the grade of USDA Choice. The lower grades
do, indeed, contain less fat and hence require less
trimming, although they are tougher and less tasty
than Choice and Prime grade cuts.
Market spokesmen also maintain that competi'Pon between chains keeps prices at a minimum.
But, of course, if the stores are buying meat at
'Yellow Sheet prices that may bear no relation to
market conditions, much of the consumer benefit of
competition is removed at the wholesale level.
[ Authors of the book "Prime Rip," a study of proIblems in the meat industry, blame the Agriculture
Department for many of the industry failings which
t consumers $8 billion a year. Although the
gen administration is trying to deregulate in•
try, meat inspection and grading rules need to
tightened and better enforced to protect the con—
sumer.
Clearly,the Justice Department also needs to roll
up its sleeves and go after corrupt personnel in the
Agriculture Department, as well as those in the industry responsible for massive price-fixing.
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Thoughts in season

•
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*Ken Wolf
Few of the words — or even whole passages —
written about the "mid-life crisis" today are as
straightforward and as sensible as these written by
Thomas Merton nearly 25 years ago.
*plan knows when he has found his vocation
*w he stops thinking about how to live and
Wens to live...When we are not living up to
our true vocation, thought deadens our life, or
substitutes itself for life, or gives in to life so
that our life drowns out our thinking and
stifles the voice of conscience.
When we find our vocation," Merton added,
"thought and life are one." Notice that he used the
word vocation instead of job. A vocation is a calling; a job is a paycheck.
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Picture of old Ryan cornerstone
stirs some memories of early Mini ay
The picture the other day on Page
One of The Murray Ledger & Times
showing the workmen remodeling
the old building at the corner of Main
and North 4th for Corn-Austin as they
uncovered the "RYAN"cornerstone,
stirred some memories.
I was told that the building was
built in 1913 by Nat Ryan, was the
grandfather of the late attorney, Nat
Ryan Hughes, as well as Dr. Louis
Ryan, the optometrist, and the late
Buddy Ryan. Nicky Ryan, at Parker
Ford,is a great-grandson.
That, I'm told, was the same year
that the present courthouse was
built, replacing the one that was
destroyed by fire some six or seven
years earlier.
Mr. Ryan was a dry goods merchant and one of the town's most successful businessmen.
Finis Erwin, who lived on Olive
just west of Main and near the point
where it widens enough to receive
boulevard status, is said to have
hauled the floor joists for the threestory building — all heavy 2 x 12s, 22
feet long — to Murray on a cart pulled by a yoke of oxen all the way from
Blood River. There is no telling how
many trips he made, but the joists he
brought in are being uncovered in the
present remodeling project.
Mr. Erwin, who has long since

passed away, also worked at the
Miller & Shake11 sawmill east of town
before his death.
These are just a few historical
notes someone might wish to save.
•••
I had a nice letter from Turner
(Moose) Kirkland down at Union City, Tenn., the other day congratulating me on having survived a
career long enough to reach retirement.
Moose founded and is head of the
Dixie Gun Works, Inc., in Union City.
Specialists in muzzleloading guns
and with a building the size of a city
block full of antique gun parts and
supplies, they do a worldwide
business. '
He runs back and forth to Europe
and other distant parts of the world
about like I would go to Mayfield.
He's done well.
Moose was a classmate of mine
here at Murray State about 1940, but
he wasn't particularly interested in
his studies. He liked to have a good
time, and he had it! He was one of the
best-liked and most popular fellows
on the campus, but he didn't stay
around long, only about two years.
After the war, he started and since
has developed his business.
A couple years ago, he decided he
would go back to college and get his

degree. So, he enrolled at nearby
University of Tennessee at Martin,
and even joined a fraternity.
He will get that degree in about a
month, and will become the oldest
student ever to graduate from Martin. He also will become the second to
have a son graduate at the same time
with his father.
I thought all Moose's old friends
here in Murray would be interested
in knowing that.
•••
If you are one of those genealogical
buffs and get a bang out of tramping
around in old graveyards studying
tombstones,let me give you a word of
warning.
This — a tragic thing — happened
to a first cousin of mine only a few
months ago.
Married to a Methodist minister
and living in a Chicago surburb, she
had come with her husband to West
Kentucky on their vacation late last
summer to trace some of her father's
people.
While she had grown up in Mt. Vernon, Ill., her father — the husband of
a sister of my father's — had come
from stock—traced back—to- McCracken,•14011 and Caldwell _Counties.
We spent &delightful evening with
them
:
at:Berkley_ Ledge during the

Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R.Gene McCuteheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger
Times and other AP News.

trip, it being the first time I had seen
her in more than 20 years, and she
was excited and enthused about all
the family information she had collected the previous few days.
The two of them had tracked down
and located the graves of many of her
ancestors in those three West Kentucky counties and many of the missing limbs on that family tree had
been fallen into place. She was thrilled with her findings.
They had been back in Chicago only a couple weeks when she suffered
a devastating chill while at work in
the church office.
Rushed to the hospital, her illness
was diagnosed as Rocky Mountain
Spotted Fever and apparently the
result of a bite from a wood tick, one
of several they encountered in one of
the cemeteries.
Thirty-six hours later, she was
dead, in the prime of life and leaving
her family and friends shocked and
desolate.
So, be careful when you tramp
around in the high gl•ass and weeds in
those old cemeteries, those of you
who go in for this kind of research. If
Mary's experience can help prevent
just one other person from suffering
the same fate, I know it would make
her happy. -

Letter to editor
Dear Editor,
Last month resolutions were introduced in the U.S. Congress to
make March 1, 1982 National Day of
the Seal.
Before the proper committees will
consider passing the resolutions on to
the respective floors for a vote, we
intist have 218 cosponsors in the
House and 25 cosponsors in the
Senate.
This letter is written to urge interested folks of our area to write
their Representative and Senators
urging them to cosponsor these NONCONTROVERSIAL resolutions
designating March 1 as a day to
celebrate these beautiful but harrassed creatures. Here are the bill
numbers and addresses:
H. Con. Res. 236, Rep. Carroll Hubbard, c/o House Office Building,
Washington, DC 20515,
S. Res. 266, Sen. Dee Huddleston,
c/o Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC 20510, Sen, Wendell
Ford, (Same address as Sen. Huddleston)
Thank you.
Katharine Cohen
Route 5, Murray
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A large segment of the meat industry would never
earn the USDA Inspected stamp, if industry critics
are to be believed. Federal investigations and
evidence in civil suits depict the industry as inefficient, corrupt, and widely involved in nriep-fiting.
The consumer,of course,is the ultimate victim.
The problems of the meat industry are of long
standing, as much the result of archaic marketing
practices as of deliberate abuse. But the high prices
resulting from careless or deliberate overpricing
and a lack of adequately enforce quality standards
are particularly hard these days on families trying
to cope with both inflation and recession.
As meat prices have risen, consumption has
fallen. Farmers as well as consumers are suffering.
Packers, supermarket chains, ana the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, which has failed to
police the industry adequately, must all share
responsibility for sharp practices and inefficien/cies.
A series of prosecutions in San Diego, Calif., during the last decade, resulting from a meat grading
scandal in military commissaries, made it clear
that numerous packing companies have routinely
bribed government inspectors to upgrade their _meats. And, despite the conviction of 65 Southern
California federal meat graders, packing houses,
and packing house executives in 1974-75, nothing
has been done to tighten federal controls and stop
this cheating of the public.
Meat-pricing practices also raise big questions.
The Chicago-based Yellow Sheet, the meat industry's principal reporting service, has been accused in House Small Business Committee
trstimony of setting prices based upon grossly inadequate data. Even with deficiencies in it's price
lists, the Yellow Sheet remains the basis for most of
the industry's wholesale meat transactions. Not
surprisingly, a recent U.S. Department of
Agriculture report points out that large meat
packers can manipulate prices to their own advantage through rigged information they supply to
the Yellow Sheet.
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Looking back

yet been answered at the White
Asia — particularly any comparison
House.
that raises the specter of U.S. troops
The "whatever is necessary"
becoming involved in El Salvador.
statement seems at odds wtth the
However, that shadow hovers over
president's stated policy, as relayed
every pronouncement and every step
by deputy White House press
the administration takes in the
secretary Larry Speakes."There are
region. It was certainly there last
week when the administration__ no plans to have American combat
Troops involved," the spokesman
acknowledged that some U.S.
said.
soldiers were carrying rifles in El
Speakes, asked several times
Salvador — after reporters and
whether that meant there were no
television cameras recorded the
plans to deploy troops to El Salvador
scene.
or anywhere else, replied "that is
At the time, those involved were
true."
said to be a few enlisted men and a
So that brought the discussion back
warrant officer — a low-level grade
to just what Haig meant.
— on a brief training mission. But
"The secretary was discussing
that was later corrected to show that
contingencies which we have discussa lieutenant colonel carried an M-16,
ed many times in the past in regard
in violation of stated policy, and that
to the Caribbean area, particularly
he had been in the country on an exEl Salvador," the spokesman said.
tended mission.

Ten years ago
Darrell Gibson, Calloway County
High School speech student of Larry
England, had spoken at a meeting of
Kiwanis Club at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Johnny Blanton and Hal Brent
Cathey had enlisted in the United
States Army Delayed Entry Program.
Twenty years ago
Murray Recreation Association
had been organized with 165 families.
Work was to begin on a swimming
pool at property off Lynn Grove
highway. Officers were Hansel
Bonds, Thomas Emerson, Freda
Kuykendall and Bill Boyd.
Open house was Feb. 17 at new
building of Dees Bank of Hazel.
Thirty years ago
Forest fires had destroyed 32 acres
of timberland in Calloway County
last year, according to annual fire
report of Kentucky Division of
Forestry.
James Roberts of Murray had been
sworn into United States Naval
Reserve. He is a student at Murray
State College.

The president, who aides say will
address the topic in the coming days
with a major speech on the problems
et•-the Caribbean nations, including
Central America, has yet to make
clear to what extent he will go to protect the civilian-military regime in
El Salvador.
From the statements of his aides, it
is also unclear what course he will
follow to see that his policies are successful.
Haig said recently that the United
States was prepared to do "whatever
is necessary to contain the threat"
from the guerrillas challenging
President Jose Napoleon Duarte.
That phrase, "whatever is
necessary," raised immediate questions about what the former general
had in mind The questions have not

Nicosia, Cyprus.
Ten years ago, the California
Supreme Court declared an end to
capital punishment in that state.
Five years ago, British Foreign
Secretary Anthony Crosland died at
the age of 58.
One year ago, President Reagan
asked Congress to approve a spending program that would cut more
than $41 billion from the budgets of 83
federal programs.
Today's birthday: Sen. John
Warner, R-Va., is 55 years old.
Thought For Today: A man is not
old until regrets take the place of
dreams. — John Barrymore, U.S. actor (1882-1942).

--the white house:

WASHING'PON (AP) — Just as it
did a year ago at this time, the
Reagan administration is putting a
spotlight on El Salvador and Central_
America.
But just as happened a year ago,
when Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig Jr. called attention to Cuban
and Soviet support for left-wing
rebels in El Salvador, it is unclear
what the administration plans to do.
What is most clear from administration officials is that they do
not like making any compari3on between Central America and Southeast

hotArprirr

byjames gerstenzang

Today in history
Today is Thursday, Feb. 18, the
49th day of 1982. There are 316 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 18, 1685, the French explorer La Salle established the first
settlement in Texas.
In 1564, the artist Michelangelo
died at the age of 89.
In 1915, Germany blockaded
England as the World War I submarine war intensified.
In 1945, the World War II battle for
Iwo Jima began.
And in 1978, a terrorist killed
Youssef El-Sebai, the editor of
Egypt's principal newspaper, "Al
Ahram," in the lobby of a hofri in
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phase of program. Looney is a deacon, song leader
and teacher of high school and college age youth for
Eastwood Church of Christ.

Tucker display at Cheri

f

ire Barbara Tucker, a member of Murray Art Guild,
• Ow a display of her paintings at Cheri Theatre. Her
-.works include land,seascapes and flowers.
Tucker joined the Guild in 1976 and had never at....tbmpted to paint before that time. She said she was
encouraged by a friend to join an oil painting session and soon found it to be an enjoyable means of
expression.

Roberts appears in play
Jennifer Roberts, Farmington Hills, Mich., appeared in "Wonderful Town" at Wayne State
University's Bonstille Theatre, Detroit, Mich., Jan.
29 and 30 and Feb. 5 and 6. She played Eileen in the
play based on book, My Sister Eileen.
Roberts, a senior at Wayne,sang with the group,
"I Hear America Singing" at Opryland USA,
Nashville, last summer and has been called to perform again this coming summer. She is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James Roberts, Farmington Hills, and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Roberts, Murray.

Scott L. Anderson born
- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Lee Anderson, Paducah,
-are the parents of a son, Scott Lawrence, weighing
six pounds seven ounces, measuring 19 inches, born
'Monday, Feb. 15, at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. The mother, the former Emily Watson, is
employed by Department of Human Resources.
• The father is employed by Computer Services, Inc.
• Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Anderson, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Watson,
Paducah. '

David Winchester named
David S. Winchester, 706 Fairlane Dr., Murray,
has been named to Dean's list at Butler University,
Indianapolis, Ind., for first semester of 1981-82 college year.

. Methodist program Sunday

Nursery meeting scheduled

Paris District United Methodist Church Women
Will sponsor a program on "Legislation and Human
' Rights" Sunday, Feb. 21, at 2:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray, according to
Mrs. Frank Coles, public relations chairman, Paris
UMW.
Susan Fox, program coordinator for Hunger Action, West Tennessee, a project sponsored by
Regional Interfaith Association, will speak about
! -Hunger and related topics. William T. Looney,
,
1 _lawyer, Paris, Tenn., will discuss the legislative

A meeting is set Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 7 p.m. at
Murray State University Early Childhood Center to
discuss the future of the MSU Multi-Age Nursery
School Program. Interested persons should attend
to look at options for continuing this program.
Parents of preschool age children are especially encouraged to attend, a spokesman said.
MSU Multi-Age class is composed of 3, 4 and 5year-old children directed by Marilyn Dill. For additional information persons may call 762-3826.

Coming community events listed
Thursday,Feb. 18
Hospice Volunteer
, Training session will
start at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Dancercise class will
be at 6 p.m. and ritual
practice will be at 7 p.m.
by Murray Women of
Moose at lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.

Friday,Feb. 19
recital at II p.m. in FarHazel and Douglas
rell Recital Hall, Murray Centers will be open from
State University.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Twin Lakes Antique
Calloway Public
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway Library PALS Volunteers
Restaurant, Draffenville. will meet at 12 noon for a
brown bag lunch and proMurray Civitan Club gram.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Saturday,Feb. 20
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Chapter M, P. E. 0.
Sisterhood, will have a
Calloway County
carry-in luncheon at noon
Athletic Boosters Club at-home
of Mrs. F. A.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Stubblefield.
high school library.

Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Michael Alan Shoales, Women will meet with
senior, will present piano Cathy Mathis at 7 p.m.

Overeating problem for teen-ager
DEAR ABBY: I'm 18
years old and don't know
where else to turn. For
the last two years I've
been stuffing myself with
food and forcing myself
to throw up every day —
sometimes several times
a day. I just can't stop.
God knows I've tried. My
parents are disgusted
with me and wouldn't
spend a dime to get me
cured.
I really can't blame
them since I got myself
into this. I saw a doctor
just once, and he said it
was a matter of selfcontrol. Abby, if I could
control myself I wouldn't
be writing to you.
I'm not fat, I'm normal,
but I eat enormous
amounts and keep eating
and eating like there's no
tomorrow. You wouldn't
believe what I can down
in 15 minutes. (A whole
frosted chocolate cake,
big enough to serve 16,
plus six apple turnovers
and a dozen glazed
doughnuts.) Then I put
my finger down my
throat and get rid of it all.
I am so disgusted with

princess arrived Tuesday
evening aboard a British
Airways jetliner for a
sun-drenched, 10-day
vacation.

Baptist Churchiifir have
a dinner meeting at 6
p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

staying at Lord and Lady
Braeourne's vacation
home on Windemere
Island.
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DEAR ABBY: I think
women who complain
about their husband's excessive sexual demands
are pulling a "reverse
brag." '
How else can a
dignified lady tell the
world how "irresistible"
she is?
AL IN FERGUS
FALLS
DEAR AL: A dignified
lady doesn't discuss her
sex life with the "world."
as.
Problems? You'll feel
better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal reply,
please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

cause me to miss many
important things. This has
been happening for five
years. I hear that vitamin C
can be helpful. Is that true?
Will a diet and exercise program help? I'll do anything
to help prevent these.
DEAR READER — Vitamin C has not been shown to
help in preventing colds if
you already have a well-balanced diet.
Ask your doctor to check
your gamma globulin level.
Some people have less
resistance to infections
(colds are infections caused
by germs) because they do
not produce enough gamma
globulin needed for immune
reactions.
Also have an evaluation
for allergies. Some people
who think they are having
colds are really allergic to
something and the attacks
are allergies, not colds. If
the attacks are colds you
will probably develop
improved immunity as you
get older.

-Hairdressers will attend educational meeting at Lexington

Will Be Appearing With The Ben' nett Bro.Band At The Green Apple II
At Puryear,--Tenn. Friday, Feb. War
9:30 p.m.

Ladies
Osaga
Joggers

By Abigail Von Buren
•••

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
too
Often there are no signs of
an impending stroke. But
Your best approach to some people have "little
preventing strokes is to fol- strokes' called transient
low the same programs rec- ischemic attacks. These
ommended for preventing present the same symptoms
heart attacks. The same risk of a stroke, paralysis or
factors apply. You need to speech problems, but they
keep your cholesterol and are temporary.
blood pressure down. That---1'
-sin sending you The
can usually be accomplished Health
Latter number 16-6,
by following a low-fat, low- What
You Need to Know
cholesterol diet and avoiding About strokes, to help you,
obesity. along, with an Others who
want this issue
exercise program suitable can send
75 cents with a
for you. Keeping your long,
stamped, self/eight down usually helps addressed
envelope for it to
keep your blood pressure me,
in care of this newspadown, too. And, of course, per,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio
you should not smoke ciga- City Station,
New York, NY
rettes.
10019.
If there is a tendency to
DEAR DR, LAMB — I am
have high blood pressure a 13-year-old boy and go to a
and it cannot be controlled doctor once a year for a
by diet and exercise then it check up. I appear to be in
is very important to have good physical health. But I
proper treatment to control have an awful lot of colds. I
it. High blood pressure is a catch one about twice a
major factor in many month. They are the usual
strokes. Of course you can cold and sometimes there is
have a stroke and never a cough. The colds last from
have high blood pressure, three to four days. They
tions of the artery disease
Any artery can be affected.

Frmn-Murray'
All Sloes Racked By Sins

DEAR ABBY: What do
you think of someone who
would give a gift to a good
friend, admitting that she
had worn it once herself?
At least she was honest,
but she couldn't very well
have denied it because
her fragrance was still on
it.
Of course, I said it was
lovely, and even tried to
reassure her by saying it
meant even more to me
because she had chosen it
first for herself.
Now I am having second thoughts and I feel
hurt. I think she gave it to
me because after wearing it, she decided she
didn't like it very much,
so instead of buying me a
new gift, she gave me a
castoff.
Something bought
especially for me,
regardless of the cost,
would have left me with a
better feeling. Or am I
nitpicking?
HURT
DEAR HURT: Yes. It's
not the gift but the spirit
of giving that counts.

-

***cresb
•••
Miss Lisa Allen
Womens - New Shoes -__Mens

profit organization.
•••

Susceptible to stroke?

DEAR DR. LAMB — My
husband's mother died suddenly of a stroke just before
her 64th birthday. My husband and his sister (both in
their mid-30s) and the entire
Square and round danc- family are interested in
ing will start at 7:30 p.m. ways we might prevent a
at Woodmen of World stroke. Are some people
more susceptible to this? Is
Hall.
heredity or life style more
Twin Lakers Good Sam important? We would appreciate information
Chapter of Western Ken- ing precautions and concernwarning
tucky will have., a chili signals.
DEAR READER — A
supper at 6 p.m. in ComGolden Circle Sunday munity Room, North stroke really means an area
of brain damage, sudden in
School Class of Memorial Branch of Peoples Bank.
onset, that affects function.
There are many factors that
A pancake won't stick to a griddle that is rubbed
can contribute to a stroke
with a slice of raw potato.
but in most cases the cause
is disease of the arteries to
the brain. That disease is
usually fatty-cholesterol
deposits in the arteries.
After the formal
limousine to a VIP lounge
It is the same disease that
at Nassau International greeting, Charles and his causes heart attacks. That is
Airport, where they were pregnant wife hopped because in both cases the
aboard a private jet and disease is really in the arteries, not the brain or the
met by the Geo. Gen. Sir flew to
Governor's Har- heart. Heart attacks
and
Gerald Cash, his wife, bor,
where they v)ill be strokes are just complicaLady Dorothy and the

After their plane touched down, the two visitors British High Comm iswere .whisked away si•ner Arehilles
under tight security in a Papadoupolos.

myself I want to die!
I feel fine physically,
but mentally I'm a
wreck. I feel guilty all the
time. I'm a friendly, welladjusted person, go to
church every week and
have many friends. Why
am I doing this to myself?
Thank God I have you,
Abby. Just writing this
has taken a load off my
mind. Please help me.
DESPERATE IN INDIANA
DEAR DESPERATE:
You have a disorder
known as "bulimaresia"
or "bulimia" — an uncontrollable compulsion
to consume enormous
amounts of food and get
rid of it by taking laxatives or by self-induced
vomiting.
There is a wonderful
organization that will
send you information
(free) about this condition and direct you to the
treatment center nearest
you. Write to: ANAD,
Box 271, Highland Park,
60035.
Please enclose a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope, as this is a non-

HEALTH

Prince Charles, Diana vacationing at Nassau in Bahamas
NASSAU, Bahamas
(AP) — Great Britain's
heir to the throne and his
young wife, Diana, have
arrived here for their
' first vacation together
' since last year's monthlong honeymoon on a
; British naval ship.
Prince Charles and the

Miirrayladieselk rums

TIP OF THE DAY

Saturday, Feb. 20th - 4:30-11:30 p.m.

"Spud Special"

22 at Lexington.
-Iola 1 fashion
Classes about spring hairstyling for students
and summer hairstyles, as well as licensed
known as "American Im- cosmetologists and afages," recently released filiate challenge.
by the official hair
Presenting the classes
fashion committee of will be the Bluegrass
NHCA, will be conducted. Hair Fashion Committee,
Contests will include according to Wanda
Brown, president of Murray Affiliate of NHCA.
Leta Taylor of Murray is
a member of the
Bluegrass committee.
Local persons attending will include Brown,litylot;Hay Dalton,Jin —
Curd,Sheri Parker,Carol
Hill, Cindy Vance, Roset-__.
ta Burkeen, Tayna
Cooper, Pam Roberts,
Debbie Shapla, Patty
Knott, Janice Hays, Wane__
da Futrell, Linda Thompson, Tina Thompson,
Mary Ann McCuiston,
Judith Darnell, meta
Beane, Vickie Nance,
Becky Wilson, Emma
Bucy and Beery Warren.

THE BEAST
WITHIN(PG)
Graphic Horror!!

The funny bone is not a
bone. It is the spot where
the ulnar nerve touches
the humerus.

Nancy
Happy Fourth
Antiversery

12 oz. Baked Idaho Potato
_

Parade your "Spud Special" around the paddock and
blanket it with your choice of:

'Chicken A La King *Taco Beef
*Ham in Cheese Sauce

As laspirivg Story
Of Nom Coors's!

Plus two additional toppers: Bacon

we. 1-4

merroy

oSTohuerpuCbrieicom,
Whipped Butter, Chives, Shredded Cheese, Sauted Pepper IA
Mushrooms,or Chopped Onions.
013peitsnT,
Your odds are even better
with the handicapped price of all
Our regular menu items

Lit. Shows Fri. I Set.
11:304Th' Rocky Horror
Pictvre Skew(R)
11:400
Adult Entertainment
— 11 Or Over Oviy—
AN Stets $3.00

Love,
Rick
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ENJOYING BRUNCH were
Helen Bennett, Ann Bligh
Pickens, Blanche Titsworth,
hostess Libby Hart, Chi Chi Stinnett and Ella Mae Quertermous.
Even though it was snowing outside and the elements were not
agreeable, a warmth was created
on a cold February day. The
warmth ran through the home of
Libby (Mrs. Jim) Hart, from her
kitchen throughout the gathering

of Group 1 of First Christian
Church.
From the young visitor, Ann
Bligh Pickens, to the entire small
group which included: Chi Chi
Stinnett, Virginia Ellis, Blanche
Titsworth (grandmother of Ann
Bligh), Helen Bennett, Helen
Hodges, Ella Mae Quertermous,
Libby and yours truly, we all enjoyed our "day."
Helen Hodges, a wonderful example for all ages, who has
enriched so many lives with her
book reviews and inspiring talks,
spoke to us this particular morning on "Stubbie Pringle's
Christmas." It was a story of one
man's unconditional love for other
people, and his unselfish giving to
aid the distress of a suffering
family.
She said this story came to her
mind even though Christmas had
past after reading the eight
degrees or steps in the duty of
charity from Maimoides from the
12th century.

Kennedy
selected
for honor
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GUEST SPEAKER Helen
Hodges charmed CWF Grew I
with her recent story telling in the
home of Libby Hart.
An example for all women of the
80's, Helen has been speaking professionally since she was two
years old, and recently just signed
her first professional contract.
How's that for achievement, and
she is only 74 years young. She will
be speaking on the MSU campus
during a three day convention for
a branch of the American Association for Education.
After drinking Libby's hot spiced tea, eating her hot shrimp
casserole in a bite of pastry shells,
ruin cake and lacy cookies, we left
with full stomachs and satisfied
souls.

'

Sam Kennedy was
named as "Mr. FHA
Beau 1982" of Murray
High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of
America. He was crowned Friday afternoon
climaxing a week of activities celebrating National FHA/HERO Week.
Kennedy was presented
a heart-shaped cake baked by club members, a
gift certificate and a personal invitation to annual
spring FHA awards banquet scheduled March 23.
The contest was conducted by members.
Selection was made by
students who donated one
penny per vote for their
favorite boy. Funds from
the contest will go for the
FHA scholarship fund.
This is the third year
for this contest to
highlight national week
activities. Zech Jones
was named in 1980 and
Wayne Jackson in 1981.
Other activities
scheduled during the past
week included members
presenting a program on
local radio stations, announcements of FHA
week on various store
marquees, serving light
refreshments to the
school basketball teams
and decorating lockers of
basketball players.
FHA members also
baked layer cakes to be
sold at school lunch
breaks for fellow
students, according to
Lisa Wilson, chapter
reporter, and Lynne
Loberger, chapter president.

.D.

The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Melinda Sue Cunningham
to William Keith Adams,
son of Bill H. Adams and
Joanne Adams, Murray,
has been announced by
her parents, Wanda Sue
Allen, Murray, and Kenneth Don Cunningham,
Paducah.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Murray High
School. She is a graduate
of Ezell Beauty School
and is employed by
Golden Corral Family
Steak House.
She is the granddaughter of Trilby Cunningham and the late Fray
Cunningham of Murray
and of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrel
Wilson of Hazel.
Adams is a graduate of
Mutray High School and
is employed by Singer
Sewing Machine Shop.
He is the grandson of
Nolan Adams and the late
Vera Adams of Murray
and of Nathan Burd of
Mobile, Ala.
The wedding will be
solemnized Saturday,
March 6, at 7 p.m. at the
home of the groom-elect's
father.

THE SUIT
-Here is the most desired suit
fabric for this spring, ICEBOUND linen ma superbly
tailored funnel neck jacket
dirndl shirty-You can be
as fresh as a crocus in either
teal or in coral. You will also
find other fashionable and
flattering new styles in our
Spring Suits From 80.00 to
150.00.
This suit is two pieces in
missy sizes, priced at 116.00
MR.FHA — By penny votes students of Murray High School elected Sam Ken— nedy, second right, as Mr. FHA Beau 1982 of Murray High FHA Chapter. Pictured, from left, Melanie Roos, Lynne Loberger, FHA president, Kennedy and
Tina Swift.

Lectureship
on diseases
established
ANN ARBOR, Mich.
(AP)— The University of
Michigan Medical School
has established the
Sophie Jones Lectureship
on Infettious Diseases,
which will bring women
doing outstanding
research in the field to
the U-M campus.
The lectureship honors
Dr. Sophie Bethena
Jones, the school's first
black woman graduate
who is also believed to
have been the first black
woman doctor in the
country. She was
graduated in 1885 and
died in 1932, after practicing in Atlanta and in Kansas City, Mo.
Susan Anthony, the
pioneer woman suffragette, was born in
Adams,Mass.,in 1820.

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS
BEST PICTURE

SIIRMTPS
SIRIqHTS
The One Word That Says It All:

Tir important

dignispius-jacket
7:00 Nit lv ± 2:00 Sat..S

Ma

Henry-Lee
does a brightand-white
slimming verticallystriped dress of
suits it
polyester knit
beautifully with a linenlook jacket to match.
Short-sleeved dress with
low-bow neckline is sans. ist, wear the belt onlY•if
you wish Jacket is 50%
Polyester, 5696 Rayon,
wrinkle-resistant and machine
washable!
Emerald/White, in sizes
,
8 thru 20
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Bright's is pleased to present RITZ
This is Footworics refinement on
a towering hettl.luxurious
looks ideal for your best
dress. Step into style.
42.00
LILAC MULTI or BONE MULTI
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Alsup reading lecture, workshop planned
; Seventh. Annual Robert
; F. Alsup Distinguished
.; Lecture and Workshops
will be Friday and Saturi- day, Feb. 19 and 20, at
Special Education
Building, Murray State

E

•

1:
•

•

University.
Dr. Jack Humphrey
will be the featured
speaker for lecture at
6:30 p.m. Friday and
general session at 9 a.m.
Saturday in the Lecture

Hall, Second Floor.
"Mobilizing Community
Resources for Better
Reading Instruction" will
be his subject.
Humphrey is director
of Elementary Education

Quarter Pound
Pure

and Reading Services for
Evansville-Vanderburgh
School Corporafion. He i;
an author for Laidlaw
Reading Program. He
also has written articles
for several publications.
Registration will start
at 6 p.m. Friday with a
reception to follow lecture in Room 341, Third
Floor.
Saturday's session will

open at 8 a.m. with a
study of "Using IRA
Publications to Mobilize
School and Community
Resources for Better
Reading Instruction" for
MSU students.
Workshops will start at
10:15 a.m. and repeated
at 11:10 a.m. Saturday as
follows:
'The Public Library
for Today's Children"

Ground
Beef Patties

Dr. Jack Humphrey
directed by Margaret
Trevathan and Lynn
Hewitt, Calloway County
Public Library, Room
341.
•"Reading Rainbow"
directed by Ann Henry
and Tracy Harrington,
Teaching and Media
Resource Center, Murray
State University, Room
322.
'Promoting Parent
Interest and Participation" directed by Jean
Merrell, Hopkins County
Schools, Room 342.
•"Recreational
Reading An Aid for
Teachers, Parents and
Children" directed by
Penny Wallace, LaNell
Bell and Gary Hawks,
Trigg County Schools,
Room 323.

•

14 Lb. lox

$ 1 988

Frosty Acres
Green Garden

•

Peas

20 lb. Box

$1 569

Frosty Acres Cream Style

Corn

$719
12/10 oz. Pigs.

Frosty Acres
•

•

Orange Juice
$2295
Choice Sides Of Beef
24/12 oz. Cans

Catstain D's

Chipper 2 for $3.99

225 To 275 Lbs.

lb.

• WIlt) eocti Chipper you get
• 2 popes of lett Reel
▪ • Creamy cobe skyo
•• Crisp french Ines
I• 2 Soulhem style
• hush puppies

Cat It Wrapped Free

•

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON IMA1 CO.
toy N.3d$.

•

na.mei11111111k7441-14OMes.-/W.

NATURE'S ICY SCULPTURE — An overflowed
water standpipe on Frogtown Road at Intercourse,
Pa., that froze during the past week's cold spell,
contrasts with the water wheel in the background
which now supplies the solidified fluid.
(AP Laserphoto)

Shuttle readies for March launch

Offer good thru Feb 21st
O
COUPOrlow customer
Ell MI UN
Ell OM

CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla. (AP) — A makebelieve countdown for
the space shuttle Columbia's third mission got
under way at "T-minus
33" Wednesday, more
than a month in advance
of the real launching.
The mock countdown
began on schedule at 10

p.m. EST without fanfare, said Kennedy
Space Center
spokesman Rocky
Raab.
Astronauts Jack
Lousma and Gordon
Fullerton, who were flying in from Johnson
Space Center in Houston
on Wednesday, were not
involved in the start of
the dress rehearsal.
NASA officials said the
astronauts wouldn't
have anything to do until 7 a.m. Thursday
when they begin practice with the shuttle
training aircraft.
The simulated countdown picked up at 33
: hours before the mock
launch — at T-minus-33
hours in space-agency
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From Jamison Makes It
Possible For Us To Save You.
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REASON #12: The changing tax laws.
The Economic Recovery Tax .Act of 1981 affects every
taxpayer, regardless of income. Your H&R Block tax preparer can show you how the new tax law helps you save
money on your 1981 taxes, and point out changes that
could affect your taxes in 1982

ID WM BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

•••

Regular Size

17 reasons. One smart decision.

903 Arcadia Street
Open 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Sat Phone 753-1264
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

Reg. Price Per Set $299.95 Reg. Price Per Set $359.95
"
ftw$1 79

SAVE $120"

Queen Size

•

k21
$ 995

Fashion & Western
JEANS•----All New Styles - Just Completed
Men's & Boy's
v2001,32,33,34, 36, 38, 40

s
*. "e 4144
4f%

1.1401414,
lc
,

.•••

SAVE $14000
•••

King Size

•

Reg. Price Per Set $499.95 Reg. Price Per Set $649.95

Tos14"

,
9CPM

$39995
SAVE $200"

your taxes."

Mk:

40°A

Twin Size

12 of IN\ 17 rcat)ii

\Nil\ I l&R Block
lloti1L1 prepare
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talk.
The practice countdown was being held to
simulate the real countdown as closely as possible.
Lousma and Fullerton
will simulate many of
the launch day procedures. They will get
an early Friday morning wake-up call, have
breakfast, suit up and
then enter the orbiter's
crew compartment at
about 7:50 a.m. for the
10 a.m. liftoff simulation, said Hess.
They will engage in
flight and landing
Maneuvers Thursday
morning aboard a
special Gulfstream
trainer rigged to
simulate the space ore _
biter, said Hess.

*min Women's

Work Jeans
$850

SAVE $250"
4

Women's $850

A . s

QUEEN & KING SIZE BEDDING ALSO SPECIALLY PRICED

„
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s, 11, 13, 15,

SIzs

Free Delivery

Cask Only
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$1175
Cash Only

OPei Everyday
Free Delivery
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Your Individual Horoscoot
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an tendency to boast.
begin
may
What Wad of day will tomer- newfound career opportunity Creative types
project.
new
CAPRICORN
important
about
optimistic
row be? To find out what the makes you
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
LJERA
stars say, read the forecast the future.
(Sept. 23toZI)&CI Socialize and accept invitaCANCER
given for your birth Sip.
It's a good time to shop for tions. You'll make an imporJuly
to
22)
21
t June
ARLES
home. Keep your eye open tant new contact now. Your
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19$ ir4r% Spend more leisure time the something
of quality, but popularity is on the rise and
for
you'll
and
friend
close
a
with
day,
quiet
a
Though
Get your you are respected by all.
extravagance.
avoid
are
Chiklren
happier.
be
both
you'll hear of an important
worth
money's
Singles
AQUARIUS
career development you'll a source of delight.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
SCORPIO
also learn of worthwhile in- meet with romance.
A career project needs more
El to Nov.21)
LEO
vestment opporturuties.
An optimistic mood attracts work before you can safely
(July Z3 to Aug. 22) IFII
TAURUS
benefits. Take the initiative in take others into your con(Apr. 20toMay 20) dku, You're in a generous mood
to contacting omen and you'll fidence. You enjoy inner conThe accent is on now and will know just what
one
hear some good news. Ex- tentment now.
togetherness. Follow the lead do to make a loved
press yourself.
PISCES
regarding
You
with
is
Luck
of a close friend and make
a/410. (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC.
SAGITTARIUS
plans for a holiday. You'll en- home and career.
A lucky invitation comes
VIRGO
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
joy intellectual activities.
a now, perhaps for travel. Join
about
72)
Sept.
confident
You're
to
23
(Aug.
GEMINI
Get out and mingle with financial development, but friends at a movie or some
(May 21 to June 20)
Make plans to save a little others and you'll meet with you'll have to work hard to in- other recreational event. It's
opportunities, sure its success. Avoid a time to relax.
extra from your paycheck. A romantic

Sue's Discount
Jeans

Jefferson Street
Cadiz, Keefe*

Now Has
Winter
Merchandise
Marked
Down

Npulk.

invites you

Hazel; August W.
Elkins, Rt. 1, Almo.
Vicki J. Roberts, 106 Baumann, 1608 Belmont;
Hickory; Mary L. Custis Fletcher, 503
Bogard, 1600 Hermitage; North Sixth St.
Mahlon D. Frizzell, 4111
Carlie Elliott, Rt. 5;
Dustin L. York, Rt. 1, South Ninth St.; M. Ellen
Hardin; William H. Orr, Rt. 4; Thomas G.
Wilson, Rt. 3; Nita L.
Chaney, Rt.6.
Deborah J. Boyle, Rt. Stockdale, Rt. 4, Benton;
1; Betty W. Cassity, Rt."' Lowell E. Jones (ex3; Mary Ellen Turnbow, pired), Rt. 2, Kirksey.

to dine with us and enjoy

David Lipscomb College
Chamber Singers
from Nashville, Tenn.
appearing in 15th century dress

We also have
in stock
for spring
• Lee • Chic
• Calvin Klein
• Gloria Vanderbilt

Hospital reports dismissals

and singing Madrigals, Early
English and Scottish Aires
Friday Ilight-Febreary 19, 19112-5144.30
Saterday Now-February 19, 1982-11:W2:M

Make Your Reservation Early

Call (502)522-3630

Open Thurs., Fri. & Sot. 9-5
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happy.

girl, 1312 Olive, Benton.
2-14-82
Melissa Overbey and
Adults 132
baby girl, 1905 Wiswell
Nursery 11
Rd.
NEWBORN
DISMISSALS
ADMISSIONS
Rida F. Williams and
:• Chyrill Miller and baby
boy, 617 Mayfield Hwy., baby girl, Rt. 5; Rita Ann
Kurz and baby girl, 406
Benton.
Karen Morris and baby College Cts.; Joseph
Michael Darten, Rt. 1,
girl, 412 Sycamore St.
Rita Dotson and baby Mayfield; Ruble M.
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Coster Mica

Smoked
Ham
$1 98
Lb.

Chicken
Breast
29

fripsy's ID*It PIIII

BEANS

_ 3151:
.on*

hits le Pgrif

TOWELS

59`I

MAYONNAISE...Ise

..IIgiIIilI

PRODUCE

MEATS

$329

CFIAR.LIE
- BROWNS

sz.

PEAS

DI

3/sl

BEETS- ------

69c
..3/1

Ran he Illackm
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•

•
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TOPPING

•
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With $15.00 Atifrtiattel
Purchase Exclaim
Tobacco S Day Products

$939

1a11 Ice Cum

UI

All Three
With
$45.00
Order

1 Oz.

OIL

Lb. Pkg.

8.8.Q. Bfff

Doz.

Iiity's Sliest

Ground
Beef
1 19
•3.4
km's MI

$111°.:r°

Nees Iftssto _

Economy

•

Eggs

29c

SAUCE

Chuck
Roast
$1 89

•

Inc
89c

kiwis Tout.

U.S. Boneless

•

Grade "A"
Extra Large

Both with

"
k.1 S1

BAGS
•

roetiiree
etrosarnh

Alf

111. lii

8gc MILK

Plais w Jain*

—SU ilLiffliglreaii

With 115.00 Additional
Parches* &doling
Tobacco A Dairy Products

Statist Irispy

CRACKERS

79

4 Rang.

1 Lk Can

$169

SLENDER BARS

Swim fizio

MI

"
$1

Carsalin 1It

XSMOO

Toileint
Tissue

Crisco

Comfits Net

COCOA MIX

armin
l'i•e?ab1• Si..
.ft

"I

.1.5

1.5. PatFM Ins

STEW MEAT
GROUND CHUCK

BANANAS

MU

1.5. Chia Extra teas

59C

La $1 79

•
•

SON

hes s lest

•

•
•
•

HAM
effskliiib HAM
Cs/by

•

U.S. Choice listless Are Cs1

SWISS STEAK 0 111

POTATOES

WalLIGUERS

slog

feilIGNA

9/9c Fills

5759 'MAGIC ONE
29C

liz. Cells

•

Mestelly lifi

--F

CHEESE ,

1`"'"

Pri IINISinatt

Milk
IOW Pia

311

c40

LoCal MILK
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Murray, Calloway release sighs
when Marshall County draws bye
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
If there was one accord
among the six basketball
coaches in District 4
Wednesday night it
centered around a
negative aspect of the
three-team tournament
design.
Nobody wanted the
bye.
Call it a false talisman,
evil omen, kiss of death
or what-have-you, the
idea of receiving the lirstround layoff was as
welcomed as the plague.
Calloway County's Chic
Nute emphatically emphasised he did not want
it. Murray's Cary Miller
said it really made little
difference to him one way
or the other. And Marshall County's Bob Toon
ended up with it.
In Wednesday's district
meeting at the Sirloin
Stockade Restaurant,
Marshall County's boys
and girls drew the unfavorable first-round bye
and will play the loser of
the Murray-Cilloway
County games.
- Why was the- be-. so
detested? _
Because the team in the
bye situation possesses a
one-shot chance at advancing to the regional
playoffs. The other two
squads have two chances.
The two teams not
receiving a bye play the
first night with the loser
advancing against the
bye squad. Should the
loser of the first game
beat the bye team then
the tournament would
end with the winner of the
first game declared the
disttict champion and the
winner of the second
game would be the runnerup representative.
The bye team, should
they lose, would go home
empty-handed.

•••••

However, if the bye played at Murray State's March 4-6, but the
team defeats the loser of Racer Arena, will be possibility of Murray
the first game then a hosted by Murray High State hosting the Ohio
third game played bet- under W.A. Franklin, Valley Conference tourween the two winners tournament director.
nament March 5-6 made
would determine the
the primary dates uncerFirst round games will
champion and runnerup
tain.
be Tuesday, Marth 2,
positions. '
Tickets for each night
Said Marshall County with the Murray girls fac- of the high school tourLady Marshal coach ing Calloway County at naments will be $4
6:30 p.m. and the Murray
Howard Beth, "You can
boys playing Calloway reserved seats, $3
look at it two ways — you
County
30 minutes follow- general admission and $2
can feel bad about getting
for students.
the bye or you can take ing the end of the girls'
The tournament chamgame.
what you got and do the
pions
and runnerups will ,
Wednesday, March 3,
best with it."
the losers of the first be seeded in the regional
Lady Laker assistant
night will play the Mar- tournaments. `
girls coach John Orr said
The girls regional
shall
County teams with
the non-bye positions
playoffs
begin March 8
the girls again starting
were favored because a
with the championship
6:30 p.m.
the
action
at
team could conceivably
decided March 13 at Marsuffer a bad night the
Third round games, if shall County High. The
first game and still necessary, will be played boys tournament begins
bounce back in the se- Thursday, March 4.
March 10 with the finals
cond.
The tournaments were on March 16 at Murray
The tournaments, originally scheduled for State's Racer Arena.

NCAA releases information
abouttournament bracketing
The National Collegiate
,-Athletic Association:recently released
-brackets and information—
pertaining to the 1982
Division I men's basketball championship
playoff.
According 10 the information, the winner ofthe Ohio Valley Conference tournament
would be represented in
the Mideast bracket and
would play in the firstround at Nashville's
Vanderbilt University,
March 11 and 12.
Invitations to at-large
*erns will be extended at
1 p.m. (CST) on Sunday,
March 7. Bracket seeding
and first round pairings
will be announced at 2
p.m.(CST).
Among the teams

receiving automatic ber- North Carolina-Charlotte
ths in the Mideast Region •-”ieoliosts); Midwest —
include representatives Oral Roberts University,
from the following con- Tulsa, Oklahoma; and
ferences — OVC,Big Ten, West — Utah State
MidwesteN Cities, Mid- University, Logan, Utah.
Amerlean Athletic,
The first and second
Southeastern,
round
Mideast regional
Southwestern Athletic,
site (March 12 and 14)
and Sun Belt.
Sixteen teams will will be Market Square
receive byes into the se- _Arena, Indianapolis, In.
cond round. A team's diana !Butler University
won-loss record and its !host). Mideast regional
strength of schedule for sites, March 18 and 20,
the 1981-82 season only will be Birminghamare the criteria evaluated Jefferson Civic Center,
by the Division I. Basket- Birmingham, Ala.,
ball Committee in awar- (University of Alabama,.
Birmingham host).
ding byes.
And the championship
Other sites for the first
round games include: site, March 27 and 29, will
East — Charlotte Col- be the Louisiana Superiseum, Charlotte, North dome, New Orleans,
Carolina, Davidson Col- Louisiana (Tulane
lege and University of University, host).

=
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1 Tennessee,
Kentucky
maintain
SEC pace

District4
Tournaments
Girls
MURRAY
Mar,h 2.6 36 pm

)
Loser Game 1

CALLOWAY CO.

March 3,111 p.m

MARSHALL CO.

March 2-4
at Murray State
Winner Game 1

March 4 i if necessary I

)

MARSHALL CO.

Boys
MURRAY
Loser Game!

girls game

CALLOWAY CO

Mardi3,after girls' game

MARSHALL CO.

Iftierthunti
March 4 idneiessand

MARSHALL CO.

Tickets —
$4reserve,$3general, $2students

Leasing can
free up your money!
Automobile leasing can save you front a lot of
problems and troublesome details, too. It can free
your cosh. Simplify tax occounting. Help you
predict vehicle costs. And by leasing your auto
from us, you can save money on leasing itself.
- Here's why:
As port of one of the largest auto dealer leasing
organizations in the world, we can lease you an
auto at a low money-saving price. That's why we
can offer you good prices on used cars, too.
n addition, factory-trained experts can keep your
eased vehicle in top condition. Come in for full
details on low-cost car leasing.

Parker.Ford
Inc. 733-5273

•

701 Maio

-.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Tennessee did it the
hard way, but the Vols remain in the driver's seat
in the chase for the 1982
Southeastern Conference
basketball championship.
The Vols, 17-6 overall
and 12-3 in the SEC,
claimed their first lead at
a crucial point Wednesday night — in the final
minute — in overcoming
a 14-point halftime deficit
to edge Mississippi State
50-48.
Tennessee also got a
helping hand from
Auburn, which knocked
defending champion
Louisiana State ott of title contention with an 8272 victory, leaving only
10th-ranked Kentucky, a
32-time SEC champion,to
challenge the Vols down
the final three-game
stretch.
Kentucky withstood a
furious Florida rally to
down the Gators 84-78, lifting its overall record to
18-5 and its conference
mark to 11-4, just one
game behind Tennessee.
LSU and No. 19
Alabama, which crushed
,Georgia 99-85, are
deadlocked in third place
with 10-5 league records.
The SEC has never had a
champion with five conference setbacks.
In the other SEC game,
Mississippi went to four
overtimes -in— edging
Vanderbilt 51-41.
"This was by far the
biggest comeback we've
had," said Coach Don .
DeVoe of Tennessee."We
came back to make the
big plays when they really mattered."
The Vols, trailing 29-15
at halftime, finally overtook the Bulldogs when
Michael Brooks hit an 18footer with 45 seconds left
for a 47-46 lead. Brooks
put the game on ice 31
seconds later when he
gave Tennessee a threepoint lead by hitting two
free throws.
Dale Ellis led Tennessee with 19 points and Brooks added 14.
Kalpatrick Wells had 12
to lead MSU.
Both the Vols and Kentucky have two road
games sandwiched
around a home battle
heading for the finish.
Tennessee visits LSU
Saturday, ha Georgia at
home next Wednesday
and visits Auburn on the
final day. Kentucky's
final three in order are at
Vanderbilt, Mississippi
State at home and at
LSU.
Kentucky Surged to a
40-19 lead in the first half
and then fought off the
Gators down the stretch.
The Wildcats were never
in danger of losing the
lead as Florida cut the
victory margin with a 121 spurt in the final 3:15 of
the game.
Derrick Hord led the
Wildcats with 17 points
and Melvin Turpin added
16. It was Kentucky's
fourth consecutive victory and its 27th in a row
at Rupp Arena.

P.N.HIRSCH a CO.
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Colorful, Ribbed

Men's

Bedspreads

Wild garlic problems?
Reach for BapveiHerbicide.
Wild garlic can run rampant in wheat —
and cause serious grain dockage at
harvest. But you can produce clean,
healthy yields with Banvel' Herbicide.
If you made a between cropping application of Banvel Herbicide against wild
garlic last fall, a follow-up application
this spring will control seedlings and
escapes. The spring application will
also control other annuals including

wild buckwheat, sunflower, kochia
and thistles.
Don't let wild garlic dockage spoil your
harvest. Ask your ag chem dealer
about the early-season broadleaf weed
control programs with Banvel
Herbicide.

Velsicol Chemical Corporation,
World Headquarters,
341 East Ohio St., Chicago, IL 60611

,:I• VEISICOL

An early application
of Banvel Herbicide
can knock down
CHEMICAL COPPORATION
wild garlic without injury
to
wheat
"Banvel is a registered trademark of Velsicol Chemical Corporation
Before using any pesticide please read the label
•

I

Fashion
Levi's

Mediae WeshohleDrYibis
Reg. ;15.00
Twin Size

$1099

Besides the Tennessee
at LSU, Kentucky at Vandy and Auburn at Georgia
games Saturday,
Alabama will visit
Florida and Ole Miss goes
to hfisaissippi State.

Asst. Sizes
Aid Styles

$ 1 088
7.1610 Vie

Prices Good
nye
Sunday
Feb. 21st
Johnson's

Baby
Shampoo
7 Oz. Size
for.healthier, clessier
leek you neer evt grow

Reg. $15.911

Standings

Packaged

Envelopes
Legal or Letter She
Package of AO heel Me sr
160 letter size esivolioes.
All White

$ 44
leg.11' Ft*

794

Pkg.

Sextbesstara Ciolorsese
CallereeeeAS Clemo
W L Pet. W L Pct.
13
IN 17 1 7311
11111111111ea
11
Iscy
.733 IS 5 733
Allem
to
4117 IS $ 713
leeilie• St.
le
Ni is I $11
1
11110boippi
.0111 It IMe
7
Gurgle
447 13 II 5013
Auburn
S
.401 11 11 $22
Vanderbilt
5 I .333 12 11 $23
Miss. St
ii .141 715 ,304
Florida
2 1 .132 1 IS 217
Wadessiay's Ranks
Tennessee Id, Mississippi Si 41
Kentucky $4,florid'78
Arbors at, leisleterie /X 71
Ilbelseipel St esedistilt el 40?
opirele,Gurgle
,
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Greene remembers No.1,
losses in 249-win career

4.

Tonight Racer basketball coach Ron Greene goes
after his 250th career victory when his squad hosts
Middle Tennessee.
On the eve of his monumental quest Greene took
time out to reminisce over 15 years of coaching.
He said there were too many years of basketball
to remember any single-most important win, except the first one.
"You always remember the first one because the
night before the game you lie in bed wondering,
'Can I win any at all?"
Greene not only won his first game, but the next
.4% •
10 straight in his first year of coaching at Loyola of
New Orleans.
After changing jobs, Greene started the baskeball
program at what was later to become the University of New Orleans. In its second year of existence
Greene's squad was ranked by the Associated Press
as the best in the nation in Division II-A feat never
before accomplished.
Greene said he remembers the losses in the past
15 years more than any victories although they
were outnumbered by the wins, 249-143.
His 76-74 loss to Old Dominion in 1975 while
coaching the U of New Orleans bunch was a painful
experience because a last-second shot rimmed out
0 0.: • and cost them the Division II national championship.
Another heartbreaker occured when Greene,then
coaching Mississippi State, came within an eyelash
• of beating Kentucky at Lexington for the
• . Southeastern Conference title. The game ended on a
controversial play and Kentucky went on to win the
: NCAA title (1977-78) and Mississippi State was SEC
runnerup.
Then at Murray State, Greene remembered
4n•c.
another painful loss, this one coming at Illinois in
the NIT after defeating Alabama at home. The
a A, Racers came within two points of making the NIT
final four in New York (1979-80).
at
Despite the agonies of defeat, Greene's overall
rates him among the nation's top 40 active
__record
LN
gis,t-Ft__---coaches (65.3 winning percentage). The
Ippo significance of his accomplishments increase when
consider a 4-72 record (his first at Murray
State) is figured in his 249-143 total.
Currently Greene is the winningest coach in the
Ohio Valley Conference and a victory in tonight's
game would assure the Racers of at least a tie for a
spot in the upcoming OVC tournament.
WS:f
• • •
ablf,
ve
It seems everyone is trying to help Greene and his
744 club this season, including the maintenance men in
the Carr Health Building where the team practices.
According to Greene at Wednesday's Racer Club
meeting, he found a note tacked inside his locker
following a workout one day. The note was advice to
Greene, stating the key to the Racers' success was
to score at least 70 points per game.
According to the maintenance man's calculations
•
,
'
-.Ie.'
the Racers are 8-0 this season in games they scored
70 or more points.
And his calculations are right.
Set
• • •
-ren,
Murray State has been in a lot of close calls lately

on the basketball court, but the near misses also
follow some of the Racers everywhere.
For instance, assistant coach Mike Dill was on a
recent recruiting trip in Idaho, a smooth trip until
the plane broke cloud cover when approaching the
airport at Twin Falls.
".We were going along okay when the pilot does a
sharp left, one wing above the other, then bounces
=us bock to the right and we rocked back and forth
for awhile before we landed," Dill related. It seems
the pilot, after breaking cloud cover, barely avoided a mid-air collision with a smaller plane just taking off.
Dill-said some of the passengers screamed a little
while the plane was going through the evasive
manuevers, but the pilot didn't tell them what had
happened until the plane was on the ground.

_

Was Dill scared?
"Nah," he laughed afterwards, "It was just like
another close game. But seriously, it put a lot of
things in bright perspective in a hurry."
•

GO BIG BLUE — Murray State's cheerleadmg
squad will be inspiring a capacity crowd tonight
when the Racers host Middle Tennessee. Murray
State will be seeking to retain the lead in the Ohio

Valley Conference while MTSU will be trying to
hold on to fourth place and a possible berth in the
OVC tournament.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

•

•

Middle Tennessee's team was delayed 21-t hours
out of Nashville by plane trouble, his head manager
got lost in the vast Dallas airport and his squad
didn't practice because of its late arrival in Tulsa,
but coach Stan Simpson refused to blame that for
his team's 83-73 loss at Oral Roberts this season.
"I think everything was still okay at that point,"
he said."But I think I took their minds off the game
when we arrived — I told them we were going to
have to take Rent-A-Horse instead of vans or a
bus."
• • •
After Mississippi State upset Kentucky 56-51 in
Starkville to end a 17-game losing streak in
Southeastern Conference play, coach Bob Boyd
received a call from a friend, Indiana's Bobby
Knight, who said, "That was the most significant
thing to happen in college basketball since they took
the bottom out of the peach basket."
•.•
Missouri coach Norm Stewart on the trend to
lower scores: "If people want more scoring, No
might start awarding baskets on the degree of difficulty — kinda like they do in swimming. Give
fours, sixes and eights. A reverse 360 between-thelegs might be a 10."

CoonerHohnes fight delayed
terfm fight," King said.
By HAL BOCK
thath"Ws a
AP Sports Writer
will
in
continue
and
p100
NEW YORK(AP) As _
IbiFfeti."
expected, the Gerry
Ring mentioned Jimmy
Cooney-Larry Holmes
World Boxing Council Young, Randy "Tex"
heavyweight champion- Cobb or Larry Frazier as
ship fight, originally possible opponents for
scheduled for March 15 at Holmes, who left Las
Caesars Palace in Las Vegas Wednesday to
Vegas, Nev., has been return home to Easton,
postponed until June 11 Pa.
because of torn muscle
Cobb, however, is
fibres in the challenger's .recovering from a broken
left shoulder.'
arm and is unlikely to be
But promoter Don King available for a March or
said that Holmes won't sit April date against
back, waiting for Holmes.
Cooney's injury was
Cooney's injury to heal.
"He will have an in- diagnosed by Dr. John

Sports at a glance

•

411

•••

Bergfeld of the Cleveland
Clinic as "a partial tear
and weakness in the muscle fibres in the back part
of his left shoulder."
Cooney described the
injury, suffered during a
sparring session last
month, as "very painful...a sharp pain and
weakness."
The undefeated
challenger said he was
not concerned about the
three-month delay dulling his ring skills.
•g want to be in the best
shape I can be on June 11
and when the final bell
be champion,"
rings,

For The Things That
Can Happen To You
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Matsr Dollar
Bowling Lowe
W
Team
54
East Y Grocery
45
tacky Strikes
44
The Raney Tree
37
Paradise Kentish
X
Carpenter's Clomp
SI
The Laciry Throe
111511Tsia Gies(r) •
Carpenter's Clump
East Y Grocery
Lucky Strikes
Rigli Tin Ginsfag
Carpenter's Clomp
East Y Grocery
Lofty Strikes
E10 Tam ads(IC)
Carpenter's Clamp
East Y Grocery .
Lucky Strikes -High TassiS020(11C)
tatty Strikes
East Y Grocery
Paradisetansi
Osms
IMO
Peggy Searrukar
LoisSynth
Pal Ressetrode
soid.Oise MC)
PeggiStimanakar
K is Dahl
Becky Rams
moiitSods00
Peggy Slowaskirr
Laisishal
Pat Nussisde
bd.'Sulu(IC)
Peggy Sbeersaker
LoisSmith
Kim Dodd
Pat Rssialrodemilj'AMIlail
Lou Smith
Nancy Todd
Sae Las
Jean Phillips
Peggy Misemaker
Mary Mott
Hilda Bennett
Peggy Bebber
Body Haws

L
30
39
40
47
0
a
534
$14
4/1
641
641
00
1410
13/9
1327
1104
1774
170
221
14.
190
141
272
04

$200,000 Congoleum Tennis Classic at the La Quinta Hotel Tennis Club.
In other matches,
second-seeded Eliot
Teltscher beat Jose
Higueras 6-4, 6-0; thirdseeded Roscoe Tanner
defeated John Alexander
4-6, 7-6, 7-5; fourth-seeded
Yannick Noah beat Bernie Mitton 6-2, 7-5; No.13
seed Tim Mayotte lost to
Kim Warwick 6-4,6-2, and
No.11 seed Eddie Dibbs
fell to John Lloyd 6-2,6-2.

College
basketball
Wednesday's College Basketball Scores
MIDWEST
Ball St. 51, Ohio 49
DePaul 74, Detroit 71

X X
New Jersey
25 25
W ashingtcm
23 30
New York
Central Division
37 14
Milwaukee
13 10
Detroit
21 X
Atlanta
Indiana
19 13
Chicago
11 40
Cleveland

Miami, Ohio 57, W.Miehigan 53
N Illinola 55, Centitichigan 50
01rJahoina St 72, Kansas St.42
Toledo 0,Bowling Green 11,0?
SOUTH
Alabama 99, Georgia 85
Auburn 11, Louisiana St 72
Baptist 73, Charleston,3 C 69,01
Citadel 107,SC-Aiken 105
Clemson 75, Maryland 66
Columbus Coll 76, G•.Sou th western
,a

23 so

II%
1144
15

.725
.434
411
.423
.365
.271

—
15
15
1544
1844
X

Pet
SW
.549
.549
353
333
327

Pacific Divides
Los Angeles
35 17
.173
.07
Seattle
34 17
Golden State
X 21
AN
Portland
28 22
Phoenix
27 n
San Diego
_

GB
—
544
644
1544
1444
17

Be Ready for Them
With Jim bins'

•

1972 Ford Grand Torino
4-door, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, one owner, local car.

ss
6

AN 6

73

hobasketball

IOW ••

Wesieesday'sGams
New Jersey 115, Chicago 10
Philadelphia 114, Dallas M
Houston 110, Cleveland 182
Milwaukee 104, Indiana 93
San Antonio 126, Detroit 112
Kansas City 119, Phoenix 107
Atlanta 117, Utah 119
Golden State 111, Boston 115

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641S.

---753-2617
WIUAL

aecrroas Parrs mum'',

Murray

Located
On New Concord Hwy.
Nest to Lyon's Electric In Murray

1982 Field Corn Price List

564

se

142
04
02

BestBuy

1/4
173
151
10
144
143
10
141
131
136

HARDWARE

MAR
88

CistroTurf

Monsanto

-Ace is the place with
the Helpful Hardware Man.
-

PALM SPRINGS,
(Al')-- Top-seeded
Ivan Lendl defeated
unsveiled Bob I.utz 7-5,6-1
,infl round of the
in MT

$51.00

DOOR MAT
Cleans easily by shaking

PLATELESS

$43.00

80,000
Kernel

$57.50

80,000
Kernel

80,000
Kernel

A MAT BY EACH OUTSIDE DOOR
WILL ASSURE A CLEANER HOME

PLATELESS

PLATELESS

PLATELESS

$52.40

$54.00

$55.15
$55.75
n0.000 Kernel

80.000 Kernel.— —...80,000 Kernel

out and hosing down.
•

208 E. Main

ALL SIZES

Outside

Murray Supply
Co.

Tennis

PLATELESS

4606
4525 A
4522

Rough, Tough
All Year 'Round

1 7 1, 2"x231/2"

etii)
•GREEN
*COCOA

ALL SIZES
80,000
Kernel
$55.50

4628 A

for

Tiger
boosters
•'Murray High School
will be sponsoring its last
Tiger Booster Room of
the year Friday night.
The refreshment and
socializing room will be
open before the boys varsity home game against
Christian County and also
during halftime.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WIT'H GENUINE
GM PARTS

coertritece

WESTERN
Stichrust Didion
V L
33 17
San Antonio
XI 13
Denver
311 23
Hooston
IS 13
Utah
17 34
Dallas
17 35
Kansas City

Furman 62, Davidson 44
Ga Southern 62, Augusta 60,50T
Jackson St 13, Nicholls St 70
James Madison 61, E.Ca rolina 43
Kentucky 64, Florida 78
Louisiana Tech 81, McN eese St. 69
Mercer 86, NW Lonixiana 82
Mississippi 51, Vanderbilt 411, 401
N . Ca rolina 69, Wake Forest 51
Tennessee 50, Mississippi St.0
Tulane 74,5 Mississippi 62
retake," 10, Alabama St 90
Vitmonwealtli -SI, Jacksonville

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
CL Pet GB
37 14
725 Philadelphia
720 44
16 14
Boston

SOO
500
434

he said. "I'm very confident."
Treatment for the injury will involve stretching exercises and antiinflammatory medication, Bergfeld said.
'King said the delay
would increase the value
of the fight, already anticipated to be the richest
in 'boxing history. With
better weather in June,
he said, more closed circuit facilities will be
available and the gross
value should increase
from the original
estimate of $50 million to
between $75 And ;100
million.

80,000
4

Kornelk--

MEDIUM
FLATS-ROUNDS

SX 98
SX 333
SX 351
Sx 17 A

PLATELESS
LARGE SEED

$43.00
SO* Bo •

Buc anon Fee
Industrioi Rd.753-5378 Murray, Ky.

PURINA
CHOWS

753-3361
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LEGAL Nona
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
Ins.
for
Shield,
C.D.. 109.85
June 25, Blue Cross-Blue
Ordinance No 220.2
115.74
State Treas.,S.S. for June
Ky.
1,
July
An ordinance adopting the city of Hazel, KenState Treas.,2nd Qtr. State Tax 212.76
Ky.
1,
July
tucky six months Budget for the period January
Ck 1, Federal Reserve Bank,Fd. Wh.Tax June 19.60
1, 1982 through June 30, 1982 by estimating
42.14
Ck 2, Calloway Gross Receipt, Utility Tax
revenues and appropriating funds for the operaLeague,
Municipal
3,
Ky.
Ck
tion of city government.
69.64
Unemployment Ins.
Whereas, an annual budget proposal has ben
Shield,
Cross-Blue
4,
Blue
Ck
prepared and delivered to the City Council; and
109.85
Ins. C.D. Gp 37035
Whereas, the City Council has reviewed such
Bank,Fd. Wh.Tax July 19.60
Reserve
Federal
5,
Ck
proposal
and
made modifications.
budget
115.30
Ck 6,Ky.State Treas.,S.S.
Now, therefore, be it ordained by the City of
Utility Tax .. 23.72
Recpt.,
Gross
Co.
Calloway
7,
Ck
Kentucky
Hazel,
109.85
Ck 8,Blue Cross-Blue Shield,GP #37035
Section I:
165.62
S.S.
'Treas.,
State
9,
Ky.
Ck
That the six months budget for the fiscal year
Ck 10, Federal Reserve Bank,
beginning January 1, 1982 and ending June 30,
63.00
Fd. Wh. Tax Aug
adopted
as
follows:
1982, is hereby
Tax,
21.33
Recpt.,
Utility
Gross
Calloway
Co.
Ck
11,
Estimated Appropri90.82
Ins.
Gp.
37035
Shield,
Blue
Blue
Cross
Ck
12,
Revenues
ations
116.19
Ck 13, Ky.State Treas.,S.S.
General Fund
$12,230
$12,210
19.60
Wh.
Tax
Bank,
Fd.
Reserve
Federal
Ck
14,
Sharing
2,088
2,000
— Revenue
42.36
Qtrly
State
Tax
Treas.,
15,
Ky.
State
CIE
40,500
Gas Fund
42,508
Ck 16, Calloway Co. Gross Recpt.,Utility Tax 20.25
3,1543
Fire Fund
2,500
Ck 17, Ky. Municipal League Trust,Qtrly
• Municipal Road
29.85
for Unemployment
1,250
Aid Fund
-090.82
CIE 18, Blue Cross Blue Shield,Ins. Gp. 37035
$59,218
Totals
59,218
19.60
CIE 19, Federal Reserve Bank,Wh. Tax Fd.
115.30
Ck 20, Ky.State Treas.,S.S. for Oct
Total Estimated Revenue 09,218
Ck 21, Calloway Co. Gross Recpt., Utility Tax .20.89
115.30
Ck 22, Ky.State Treas.,S.S. for Nov.
Total Estimated Appropriations 59,218
Ck 23, Federal Reserve Bank,Fed. Wh. Tax. 19.60
Excess Revenue
-0CIE 24, Blue Cross Blue Shield,Ins. Gp. 37035 ...90.82
Ck
25, Calloway Co. Gross Recpt., Utility Tax .31.14
Estimated Fund Balance 1981
17,441
Ck 26, Blue Cross Blue Shield,Ins. Gp. 37035 ...90.82
8,980.98
TOTAL
Estimated Fund Balance
FIRE FUND
7,441
June 30, 1982
985
Jan.8, West Ky. RECC,Electric Bill
Section II:
34.00
Jan.8, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas/Supply
That this ordinance shall be of effect on
36.83'
Jan.8, U Tote-Em-Grocery,Supplies
January 1, 1982 adopted on the second reading
Jan.8, Hazel Plumbing,Install Lines(Gas) 282.83
the 16th of December,1981.
12.50
Jan.8,Bobs TV,Radio Check
7 67
Jan.8, Henry Hutson, Motor Mount On Van
Wm Pratt
20.00
Feb.6,David Provine,Part For Hose Rack
Mayor,City of Hazel
78.48
Feb.5, West Ky. RECC,Electric Bill
Feb. 10, Murray Auto Parts, Repairs/Supplies 27.81
Attest: Elizabeth Hudson
27.15
Feb. 10, Mdse.Electric,Supplies
City Clerk/Treasurer
Feb. 10, Murray Supply,Supplies
165.35
City of Hazel,Kentucky
Feb. 10, Black Dec. Center,Supplies
379.36
Feb. 10, Wilson & Holsapple,Tires For
Statement of Cash Receipts& Disbursements
Fire Truck
191.00
Year Ending December 31, 1981
Feb. 10, Murray Lumber Co.,Supplies
9 09
Receipts
Feb. 10, Jr. West, Welding
57.00
Balance Beginning Dec. 31,1981
Feb. 11, Hazel Natural Gas System,
Gas 1/20/81
197.99
1,950.90
Feb. 11, Hazel Ins.,Ins. Fire House
4,177.00
223.00
Revenue Sharing Fund
8,734.79
366.01
March 5, Disc. Bldg. Material,Supplies - 386.80
Revolving Fund
March 10, Whlse Electric,Supplies
.29.76
3,821.57
3,932.03
Fire Dept. Fund
8,786.30
March 10, Murray Supply,Supplies
8 70
48,052.64
Gas Fund
21,820.76
5,791.48
March 10,Hazel Natl. Gas,Gas 2/20/81
184.20
General Fund
March 10,Fitts Block,Supplies
67.70
86,606.76 20,826.72
Totals
113.67
March 10, Black Dec. Center,Supplies
DISBURSEMENTS
March 10, Murray Lumber Co.,Supplies
113.33
Revenue Sharing Fund
4,523.80
March 10, Murray Lawn/Garden Ctr.,Supplies42.00
Revolving Fund
8,980.98
90.19
5,352.23' Ck written
March 10, TapeCoat Co., Tape Gas Line
Fire Dept. Fund
36.83 not
March 30, Dees Bank of Hazel,Int. On Loan .. 38.72
Ck 1, Wholesale Electric,Supplies
73.28
returned
40.45
51,847.94
Ck 2, Wilson & Holsapple, Gas
Gas Fund
48.27
General Fund
20,444.50
Ck 3, West Ky. RECC,Electric Bill
23.17
91,149.45
Totals
Ck 4 West Ky. RECC,Electric Bill
38.80
Ck 5, U Tote Em Grocery,Supplies
Balances End of December 31,1981
.8.97
Revenue Sharing
1,604.10
Ck 6, Hazel Gas System,Gas 3/20/81
100.00
119.82
Revolving Fund
Ck 7, M&G Glass Co.,Ins. Deductible F.S
182.02
2,401.37
Ck 8, Fire Equipment Service, Helmets
Fire Dept. Fund
18.40
4,991.00
Ck 9, Hale Lock Shop, Key/Repair
Gas Fund
7,167.74
General Fund
Ck 10, Murray Muffler & Auto,
60.20
16,284.03
Muffler System #2
Totals
16.88
86,606.76
CIE 11, West Ky. RECC,Acct. #2100
Total Receipts
5.67
Ck 12, Hazel Gas System,Gas 4/20/81.
Total Cash On
20,826.72
Ck 13 Minter Roofing, Repair Roof
Hand Dec. 31, 1980
10.00
107,433.48
Totals
Fire Station
26.44
91,149.45
Ck 14, Calloway Co. Lumber Co.,Inv.18435
Total Cash Disbursements
10.95
16,284.03
Balance Dec. 31, 1981
Ck 15, Murray Supply Co.,Supplies
20.85
DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS
Ck 16, U Tote Em Grocery, May-June Bill
14.68
Revenue Sharing
CIE 17, West Ky. RECC,Acct. 2100July
Jan. 8, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Ck 18, West Ky. Rural Telephone,
44.54
Street Lights
425.68
June Move & Remove
6 77
Feb.9, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Ck 19, Hazel Gas System,June Billing
12.73
479.40
CIE 20, West Ky. Rural Electric, Acct. 2100
Street Lights
Ck 21, West Ky. Rural Telephone,Connect
March 9, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
20.00
467.14
Johnny Miller
Street Lights
15.52
CIE 25, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Ck 22, Regency Electronic,Inv. #40385
452.70
Street Lights
Ck 23,Fire Equipment Service Co.,
482.79
CK 26, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Inv.8451
900
236.79
Street Lights
Ck 24, Hazel Lions Club,2 Brooms
CK 27, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
CIE 25, Void
6 77
350.42
Street Lights
CIE 26, Hazel Gas system,7/20/81 Bill
Ck 28, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Ck 27, Randall Patterson,COD Pkg. #65278 ....25.35
11.01
355.26
Street Lights
Ck 28 West Ky. Rural Electric, Acct. 2100
15.85
CIE 29, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Ck 29, Murray Auto Parts,Parts
356.60
Street Lights
Ck 30, U Tote Em Grocery,Supplies
19.27
CIE 30, West Ky. RuralElectric CC,
July/Aug. Bill
6 77
Street Lights
- 332.02
Ck 31, Hazel Gas System, Aug. Bill
Ck 31, West Ky. Rural Electrictr,.'
Ck 32, Dees Bank of Hazel,Bal. Loan
335.05
#41728
Street Lights
Ck 32, Void
CIE 33, West Ky. Rural Electric,
13.90
Ck 33, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Lts. Fire Bldg.
358.80
6 54
Street Lights
CIE 34, Murray Supply Co.,Supplies
5 88
Ck 34, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
CIE 35, Wholesale Electric,Supplies 9-26-81
.39.80
358.80
Street Lights
CIE 36, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas Fire Truck
Ck 34, West Ky. Rural Electric CC,
Ck 37, Hazel Gas System,Gas
6 77
373.94
Street Lights
Fire Bldg.Sept
TOTAL
4,523.80
CIE 38, Henry Hutson,Protector VIII Battery .30.40
REVOLVING FUND
Clt 39, Void
.11.59
Jan. 2, Federal Reserve Bank,
CIE 40, U Tote Em Grocery,Supplier 439.16
Fd. Wh. Tax Dec.
CIE 41, West Ky. Rural Electric,
338.57
13.24
Jan. 3, Ky.State Treas., Dec.S S
Lt. Fire Bldg.
6 77
Jan. 10, Ky.State Treas., Ky.State Tax
280.98
CIE 42, Hazel Gas System, 10-20-81
Jan. 14, Ky. Municipal League,
Ck 43, West Ky. Rural Telephone,Fire
557
Long Distance Calls
18.85
Unemployent Ins.
Ck 44, Regency Communications,Crygtal
Jan. 15, Calloway Co. Gross Receipt,
16.35
82.64
For Radio
Utility Tax
20.00
Ck 45, Huel West Jr., Welding
Feb.3, Federal Reserve Bank,
380.30
Ck 46, Cayce Mill Supply Co.,
Fd. Wh. Tax Jan
273.80
439.35
Heater For Fire Bldg.
Feb. 3, Ky.State Treas.,S.S. For Jan •
Ck 47,G&Y Farm Center,
Feb.5, Calloway Co. Gross Receipt,
68.63
160.09
Dual Battery System
Utility Tax
433.39
Ck 48, Murray Auto Parts,Inv.091138
March 4, Ky.State Treas.,S.S. for Feb .
4 34
Truck #1
March 4, Federal Reserve Bank,
380.30
Ck 49, Motor Parts & Bearings,
Fd. Wh.Tax Feb.
14.65
•
Oct. 26 Bill
March 12, Calloway Co. Gross Receipt,
280.80
Utility Tax
Ck 50, West Ky. Rural Electric,
15.29
433.39
Acct. 2100
-April 2,Ky.State Treas.,S.S. for March
24.40
Ck 51, Murray Supply Co., Material
)tpril 4, Federal Reserve Bank,
895
380.30
Ck 52,Hazel Gas System, 11-20-81
Fd. Wh. Tax March
5,389.06
TOTALS
eipril 6, Ky.State Treas.,State Qtrly. Tax . . 265.05
GAS FUND
April 7, Ky. Municipal League,
15.33
98.21
Ck 660, Revolving Fund,Taxes
Unemployment Ins
4,211.02
April 10, Calloway Co. Gross Receipt,
Ck 661, Paris Public Util. Dist.,Gas
347.01
Utility Tax
241.45
Ck 662-672-679,Gail Raspberry,Salary
275.61
727.14
Ck 663-673-680, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
May 4, Ky.State Treas.,S.S. for April
787.26
May 4, Federal Reserve Bank,Fd. Wh. Tax . 674.40
Ck 664-674-681, Ed Knight,Salary
May 11, Calloway Co.Gross Receipt,
55.04
CIE 665, Revolving Fund,Wh.Taxes
Utility Tax
145.73
Ck 666, Paris Henry Co. Public Utility,Gas .7,919.10
May 26, Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Dental C.D.... 13.46
10.00
Ck 667, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
May 26, Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Ins. C.D.
109.85
6 32
Ck 668, Twin Lake,Office Supplies Ledger
June 2, Federal Reserve Bank,Ed. Wh. Tax..200.10
ek 669, Revolving Fund,Util.
June 2, Ky. State Treas.,S.S. May
276.76
4 10.
Tax Needed Jan.
June 10, Calloway Co. Gross Ito-Opt,
a 670. Revolving Fund,Taxes For •
•6935
Utility 'lax
i(!pst• outland
3.12
•
LEGAL NOTICE

I

atmet-

LEGAL NOTICE

Arraletiet,

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
Ck 671, Union Planters Bank,Int.
March
Bill
37.78
Prin. Loan & Agent Fee
7,635.00
Ck 1211,Thomas E.Shirley Co.,
CIE 675, Revolving Fund, Wh. Taxes Feb.
55.04
Prepare Budget
240.00
Ck 676, Paris Henry Co. Public U.,Gas ...6,282.76
Ck
1212, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
Ck 677, Hale Lock Shop,4 Keys
3 40
Due FICA
70.64
Ck 678, Revolving Fund,Taxes Rose Outland... 1.27
Ck
1213, Hazel Revolving Fund, Unemployment
Ck 682, Revolving Fund,Taxes
55.04
Ins
10.62
Ck 683,Hoyt McClure,Salary 6 Wk. Owed ....525.69
Ck 1214, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Ck 684, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
41.40
Ck 1215,Ed Knight,Salary
102.05
21.65
Ck 685, Hazel Gas System,Fire Station
Ck
1216, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Ck 685, Paris Public Utility, Gas
3,217.42
Ck 1217 Hazel Revolving Fund,Wh. Taxes
51.94
Ck 687,D&W Auto Supply,
CK 1218, Purdom & Thurman Ins.,Ins.
57.24
Keys Gas System
Policy Cip 121-234
1,075.00
CIE 688,S.641 Water District,Pmt.
Ck 1219, Winchester Printing, Warrant Books .39.40
20.00
Roy Garland
Ck 1220, Murray Ins. Agency,Bond
Ck 689, Hazel Revolving Fund,
For E.Hudson
70.00
104.73
Taxes For 1st Qtr
Ck 1221, Halton Wilson,Salary
56.29
Ck 690, Hazel Revplving Fund, Unemployment
Ck 1222, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
13.65
Ins
15.75
at 1223, Max Morris, Base Court
Ck 691, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Revenue
1,365.83
Ck 692,Ed Knight,Salary
262.42
Ck
1224,
U.S.
Post
Office,
Ck 693, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Stamps Tax Notices
16.38
Ck 694, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
227.96
at 1225, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Ck 695, Paris Public Utility,Gas
2,105.77
Ck 1226,Ed Knight,Salary
102.05
Ck 696, West Ky. Rural Telephone,Bill
29.41
CK 1227, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Ck 697, Robbins Welding,Repair Gas Lines...150.00
Ck 1228, West Ky. Rural Telephone, Bill
24.30
Ck 698, Leak Detection Survey
600.03
CIE 1229, Halton Wilson,Salary
50.04
Ck 699,S.641 Water District,Pmt
Ck 1230, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
59.96
20.00
Roy Garland
Ck 1231, Wm.Pratt, Mayor
Ck 700, Hazel Plumbing,Repair On
Salary 6 mo.
210.00
242.00
Gas Lines
Ck 1232, Joe Thompson,Councilman
CIE 701, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Salary 6 mo.
90.00
262.42
Ck 702,Ed Knight,Salary
Ck 1233, Hal Winchester,Councilman
91.87
Ck 703,Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
Salary 6 mo.
90.00
852
Ck 704. U.S. Post Office,Stamps
CIE
1234, Ed Knight,Councilman
Ck 705, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
40.00
Salary 6 mo.
90.00
817.09
Ck 706, Paris Henry Co. Public Util., Gas
Ck 1235,Ira Taylor,Councilman
87.09
CIE 707, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
Salary 6 mo.
90.00
Ck 708, Corrosion Specialists Inc., Cathodic
1236, Michael Mattingly, Removing Tree
Ck
275.00
Protection
City Lot
„.....15.00
13.53
Ck 709, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
Ck
1237,IBM Corp.,Pmt Typewriter
22.00
91.87
Ck 710, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
91.87
Hudson,
Salary
Elizabeth
CIE
1238,
262.42
CIE 711, Ed Knight,Salary
375.00
Ck 1239, Kenneth Bowen,Trash Pick Up
91.87
Ck 712, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
102.05
Ck 1240 Ed Knight,Salary
12.65
Customer Charge At Bank For Checks
91.87
Ck 1241, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
87.09
Ck 713, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
Ck 1242, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes June ...59.06
33.60
Ck 714, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
Ck 1243,Banks Baldwin, Replacement KRS ...64.00
714.01
Ck 715,Paris Henry Co. Public Util., Gas
Ck 1244,Stokes Tractor & Impl.,
CIE 716,Southern State Coop Inc.,
...54.87
Parts/Repair Tractor
38.00
Acct. #005681
12.00
Ck 1245, West Welding, Refilling Blade
Ck 717, Winchester Printing,Gas Cards
Ck 1246, Twin Lakes,Acct. 2352
16.33
47.88
Inv. 7172
Ck 1247, Void — jCk 718, Hazel Revolving Fund, Unemployment
46.91
Ck 1248, Halton Wilson,Salary
21.25
Ins
Impl.,
Tractor
&
Stokes
1249,
Ck
....706.10
Ck.719, Paris Henry Co Public Util.,Gas
41.88 •
Guards For Mower
Ck 720, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary .
..........183.74
Pmt
Hazel.
Bank
of
1250.
Dees
Ck
262.42
Ck 721, Ed Knight,Salary
• 2,500.00
Loan #42667
12.00
Ck 722, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
100.00
Contribution
Inc.,
Mask
Tike
CIE
1251,
63.29
383390-92-93
Ck 723,Henry Petter„Inv.
CIE 1252, Hazel Revolving Fluid,
20.25
Ck 724, Wilson & Holsapple, Gas
10.65
Unemployment Ins.
CIE 725,Paris Henry Co. Public Util.,
Ck 1253,Calloway District Court,Filing
471.63
Gas
66.00
Small Claims
6.25
Ck 726, Vinson Tractor Co.,Pitman Stick •
Ck 1254, Max Morris,Sheriff,Filing
Ck 727, Void
60.00
Small Claims
Ck 728, Union Planters, Int. Trust 4521-25 ... 2,497.50
22.00
CIE 1255,IBM Corp.,Acct. 42191-97
Ck 729 Elizabeth Hudion,Salary
183.74
102.05
Salary
Knight,
Ed
Ck
1256,
262.42
Ck 730,Ed Knight,Salary
183.74
Ck 1257,Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
Ck 731, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
87.09
Ck 1258, Joe D.Thompson,
Ck 732, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
480
25.00
Mowing Lot(Browns)
Ck 733, Paris Henry Co. Public Util.,
CK 1259, West Ky. Rural Telephone,
Gas
- • 4442
28.30
July Bill
Ck '734, Hazel Plumbing Co.,Install
50.04
Salary
Wilson,
Halton
1260,
Ck
Meter/Parts
•
Gas
174.21
Ck 1261, Max Morris,Base Court Revenue.. 1,365.83
Ck 735, Void
Ck 1262,Shirley, Pierce & Wright,
Ck 736, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
20.00
68.18
Bal. Audit For C.D
Ck 737 S.641 Water District,
18.00
Stamps
Office,
U.S.
Post
1263,
Ck
20.00
Roy
Garland
PMT
Ck 1264, Hoyt McClure,vacation 1979-1980.... 296.73
Ck 738, Tucker Meter Service, Repair Meters.305.00
102.05
Ck 1265,Ed Knight,Salary
Ck 739, Northwest Tenn. EDC,Bal.
183.74
Ck 1266, Elizabeth J. Hudson,Salary
88.34
Acct. Ora Joyce
Ck 1267,IBM Corp.,Pmt
Ck 740, Ed Knight,Salary
262.42
...22.00
Typewriter 42191-97
Ck 741, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
183.74
162.27
CIE 1268, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
Ck 742, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
87.10
Ck 1269, Banks Baldwin,Ky. Criminal Rule .... 7.50
Ck 743,Tucker Meter Service, Meter Repair..390.00
Ck 1270,Stokes Tractor & Impl.,Tractor
Ck 744, Louisville/Nashville RR,
.4.68
Pin/Parts
Bill #11534 M
250
Telephone,
Ky.
Rural
1271,
West
CIE
Ck 745, Paris Henry Co. Public Util.,
..42.50
Aug. Bill
Gas
1,185.00
• 53.17
Ck 1272, Halton Wilson,Salary
Ck 746, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
20.00
24.75
CIE 1273, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
9 60
Ck 747, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
Ck 1274, Murray State University,
Ck 748,S.641 Water District, Pmy.
15.00
Reg.Fee Local Govn
Roy Garland
20.00
22.00
42191-97
Corp.,
Acct.
1275,
IBM
Ck
Ck 749, Hazel Revolving Fund,
102.05
CIE 1276,Ed Knight,Salary
KML Unemployment Ins.
15.00
183.74
Ck 1277,Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
CIE 750, Ed Knight, Trip To Owensboro
40.00
59.50
Ck 1278, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
Ck 751, Ed Knight,Salary
262.42
Ck 1279, Gallimore Equipment,Tune Up Kit....6.45
Ck 752, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
.183.74
CK 1280, West Ky. Rural Telephone,
Ck 753, Void
25.75
Sept. Bill
Ck 754, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes ......87.09
46.91
Ck 1281, Halton Wilson,Salary
Ck 755, U Tote Em Grocery,
CIE 1282, Wilson & Holsapple, Tire
Locks For Gas Meters
502
Repair/Boot
20.00
Ck 756, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
OE 1283, Hazel Revolving Fund,
Ck 757 U.S. Post Office Stamps
10.53
14.85
861.49 ' Unemployment Ins
Ck 758,Paris Henry Co. Util., Gas
Ck 1284,Joe D.Thompson,Salary
Ck 759, Tucker Meter Service, Meter Repair.. 240.00
60.00
Council 4 mo
Ck 760, Ed Knight,Salary
262.42
Ck 1285,Ky. Municipal League,
Ck. 761, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
183.74
1,408.93
Unemployment Ins
Ck 762, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
87.09
22.00
Ck 1286,IBM Corp., Acct. 42191-97
CIE 763, Paris Henry Co. Public Util.,
102.05
Ck 1287,Ed Knight,Salary
Gas
1,999.26
183.74
Ck 1288, Elizabeth J. Hudson,Salary
CIE 764, Ledger & Times, Ad Gas Rates
24.64
45.00
Ck 1289,Ed Knight,Salary Council 3 mo
Ck 765, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
12.35
58.62
Ck 1290, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
Ck 766, Hazel Plumbing, Repair Gas Leaks
47.00
46.91
Ck 1291, Halton Wilson,Salary
Ck 767,Ed Knight,Salary
262.42
Ck 1292, John Shendock,Prepare Tax List.... 180.00 :
CIE 768, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
183.74
Ck. 1293, West Ky. Rural Telephone,
TOTALS
51,847.94
37.04
Oct. Bill
GENERAL FUND
Ck 1294,Sheriff Calloway County,
Ck 1177, Revolving Fund,Taxes
30.00
1 365.84
iy
Base Court Revenue
CIE 1178, Revolving Fund,C.D. Error In Taxes 78.16
Ck 1295,U.S. Post Office,Stamps
Ck 1179, Elizabeth Hudson Stamps
985
55.00
For Taxes
Ck 1180, Halton Wilson,Salary
34.40
102.05
Salary
Ed
Knight,
CIE
1296,
CIE 1181, Wilson & Holsapple, Repairs
19.00
183.94
Ck 1297, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary
Ck 1182, Ledger & Times,Ad Budget
45.60
22.00
Acct.
14291-97
1298,
IBM
Corp.,
Ck
Ck 1183, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
15.00
58.62
CIE 1299, Hazel Revolving Fund,Taxes
Ck 1184, West Ky. Rural Telephone, Bill
29.77
12.32
CIE 1300, Ledger & Times, Ad R.S. Hearing
Ck 1185,KACO-KML Self-Ins. Fund,
43.78
Ck 1301, Halton Wilson,Salary
Worlunans Comp
1,230.00
Ck 1302, West Ky. Rural Telephone,
Ck 1186, 1196-1206 Gail Raspberry,Salary ....346.98
32.13
Nov. 20 Bill
Ck 1187, 1197-1206 Elizabeth Hudson,Salary 275.61
155.00
Ck 1303, Banks Baldwin,Inv. 18-1120
Ck 1188, 1198-1207,Ed Knight,Salary
306.15
Ck 1304, Wm.J. Pratt,Salary Mayor 6 mo . . .210.00
Ck 1189, Revolving Fund, Wh. Taxes Jan.
34.54
Ck 1305, Hal Winchester,Salary Council6 mo..90.00
Ck 1190, Elizabeth Hudson,Stamps
700
90.00
Ck 1306,Ira Taylor,Salary Council6 mo
Ck 1191, KACO-KMI.Self Ins. Fund,
Ck 1307, Joe Thompson,Salary Council 2 mo. 30.00
Workmans Comp Audit
29.00
45.00
Ck 1308, Rita Darnell,Salary Council 3 mo
Ck 1192, Max Morris,Base Court Revenue .. 1,365.83
27.20
C'k 1309, Winchester Printing, Envelopes
Ck 1193, West Ky. Rural Telephone,
22.00
Clc 1310,IBM Corp., Acct. 42191-97
Bill
20.52
102.05
CIE 1311 Ed Knight,Salary
10.00
CIE 1194, Wilson & Holsapple,Gas
183.74
Ck 1195, Ledger & Times, Ad Dogs
Ck 1312, Elizabeth Hudson,Salary.
6 50
.20,444.50
TOTALS
Ck )199, Revolving Fund, Wh Tax Feb.
32.09
Ck 1200, West Ky. Rural Elec., Fire House
66.70
CIE 1201, Betty Hudson,Stamps
•
995
ck 1202, West Ky. Rural Telephone, Bill
49.41
William Pratt
Ck 1203, U.S. Post Office,Stamps
15.00
Mayor City of Hazel, Kentucky
CIE 1204; U Tote Em Grocery,Supplies
59.51
Ck 1208, Revolving Fund, Wh. Taxes
12.09
Elizabeth Hudson
Ck 1209, Elizabeth Hudson,Stamps
11,40
Cterk/Treas. City of Hazel, Kentacky
Ck 1210, West Ky. Rural Telephone,

_
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InternationalFilm Festival plans movie aboutRousseau
-The Roads of Exile
iThe Last Years of JeanJacques Rousseau)" will
be shown three times at
Murray State University
Feb. 22 and 23 as an additional offering of the International Film
Festival.
Free showings of the
169-minute color film are
scheduled at 7 p.m. Monday, Feb. 22, in the Farrell Recital Hall of the

Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center and at 2:30 and 7
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 23, in
the University Center
theater.
Directed by Claude
Goretta in the tradition of
the historical films of
Roberto Rossellini, the
film made in Switzerland
in 1978 has French
dialogue and English subtitles. It will be introduced by Dr. Bert Ball,

associate professor in the
Department of Foreign
Languages.
Rosseau, one of the
greatest thinkers of eighteenth century Europe
and a strong influence on
Thomas Jefferson, was
the father of the French
Revolution in 1789. As a
novelist, he was a precursor of nineteenth-century

trays Rousseau as a
flesh-and-blood person
brilliant, uncompromising and self centered.
Reviewer Vincent Canby of The New York
Times characterized the
film as "revivifying and
stimulating" and said it
will move viewers and
prompt them to learn
more about a great in-

Held Over
Thrit Thur. Feb. 25
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Horn soloist to perform
in concert on Saturday
The Paducah Sym- admired the overture and
phony Orchestra will pre- wrote of it as having
sent Eldon Matlick, horn -Wonderful imagination
soloist, at its 8:15 concert and delicate feeling are
Saturday at Jetton here presented with conAuditorium in Paducah.
summate art. Note the
Matlick holds a extraordinary beauty of
masters degree from In- the passage where the
diana University, and is oboes rise above other incurrently pursuing a doc- struments with a plaintorate from I.U. while tive wail, like sea winds
serving on the faculty at over the sea."
Murray State University.
Ludwig von
He was formerly the prin- Beethoven's Symphony
cipal horn player of the No. 6 in F Major, Op. 68
Lexington Philharmonic was written while the
Orchestra. He has also composer was at his freperformed with the quent summer retreat,
Louisville Orchestra and the village of
the Nashville Symphony. Heiligenstandt on the
He has had the honor of banks of the Danube. The
being a finalist in the "Pastoral" symphony inHeldenleben Interna- cludes movements
tional Horn Competition. describing arriving in the
The Concerto No. 1 in E- country, the scene by a
Flat Major for Horn and brookside, a jolly gatherOrchestra, Op. 11 by. ing of country folk, and a
Richard Strauss will thunderstorm. The final
feature pairs of flutes, movement, "Shepherd's
oboes, clarinets, bas--- son, gladsome and
soons, horns, trumpets, thankful feelings after
tympani and strings with the storm," closes the
the solo horn.
work which is a,cheerful,
Strauss composed the
: beneficierit overview of
First Horn Concerto dur- nature.
ing the winter of 1882-3
Tickets are available
when he was a 19-year-old
student at University of daily from 10-4 and SaturMunich. He did not com- days until at Anni's
pose another horn concer- Needlepoint, 1049 Jefferson St., Paducah and at
to until he was 78.
Fingal's Cave Over- the box office before the
ture, Op. 26 composed by concert. For further inFelix Mendelssohn formation, call 443-9578 or
celebrates his visit in 1829 443-6665.
to the island of Staffa in
the Herbrides. Its . Cosmetics are believed
basaltic cavern, Fingal's to have originated in
Cave, impressed China, but the Egyptians
Mendelssohn so much — who buried toilet arthat he composed the ticles and luxuries with
piece which was first their dead kings — are
heard in May of 1832 in the source of the earliest
London. Richard records of cosmetic
Wagner, who recognized substances and heir apgood tone poetry greatly plication.

Romanticism
His e ur allot! a I
theories have been
adopted by many
American schools.
However, his radical
ideas brought him severe
persecution during the
last years of his life.
Described as "visually
ravishing and intensely
dramatic," the film por-

. _
telleetua I figure
Showings of
he
Roads of Exile" are funded by the College of
Humanistic Studies and
several on -campus
departments — foreign
languages, English,
history, philosophy and
religious studies, political
science, psychology and
music.

Two Locations
To Serve You

areWeeakgernedast

641 N. 759-9995
Bel Air Ctr.
753-8777
Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12-6

SUPER

time to shop
and save at
Wal-Mart!

AVE
I
S
I.

Save-SA32-

-*taw-

3 Tray Tackle Box
'Polypropylene

•161/2"x83/4"x8"
.Two tone green
*No.6300N •R eg.1 2:

Save 11.57
Sparkomatic
Equalizer Booster
'For compact & import
cars
*Boost entire freq. range
'No. G.E. 50 *Reg. 57.84

eooluncHA

ROBERK

5th Anniversary
Customer Appreciation
Offer
The First 40 Customers With A $10.00 Purchase and
The Coupon Below Will Receive A Free Copy Of The Offide' Kentucky Wildcat 1980-81 Handbook. A $3.50
value!

9

.96 Choice
Save 3.00
Fisherman's Choice
Spinning or Spincast Rods

Save 3.70
Truck & Van Mirror

'Assorted lengths and actions •Fugi type handles
'Ceramic guides 'No. SCA .Reg. 12.96

'Tension swivel *Rugged
construction .No. 760
-*Reg. 18.46

Save 1 .39

.Splash Guards
'Large snap-on guards
*No. 6474 *Reg. 6.36

1.84

Save 1 8%
Casite Tune-Up
•Add to gas or oil
•1 5 02. •Reg. 2.27

Save 5.94
Cassette Adaptor

4-

Illustration
Only

'Interchange cassettes
without removing unit
*Convert 8 track to cassette
*Built-in motor
*No. CA-1 *Reg. 29.66

Save 6.92

Daiwa Millionaire Reel
Free U.K. Basieball Book With This Coupon And
An Additional $10.00 Purchase While The First
40 Last.

i
"
)%4C

eooPruciak

WILLARD Alt

119$.Olaf.

OWNERS

Murray, Ky.

MARTHA AlIS

'Smooth six disc drag 'High speed retrieve
•5 0 to 1 ratio
*Anodized aluminum spool *No, 5HS
'Reg. 46.88

op--&
• mpare!

ViRt-IMRT'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY —
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purchase.
not
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Jefferson coroner to investigate
death of patient at nursing home
LOUISVILLE, Ky. woman's body, which
(AP)- Jefferson County was covered with bedCoroner Richard sores.
-With excellent overall
Greathouse said his office
will conduct an investiga- nursing care, you should
tion into the death last have expected her skin to
December of an elderly remain in good condipatient at a Louisville tion," Greathouse said
after viewing the picnursing home.
Viola Fitzgerald, 83, tures.
He indicated he might
died last Dec.26, but
Greathouse didn't learn exhume the woman's
of the death until Wednes- body in order to conduct
day. The coroner was an autopsy.
Greathouse said that
shown pictures of the

THE ACES®IRA

infected bedsores could
prove fatal, but that he
couldn't be sure in this
case until he investigates
further.
"But it's safe to say
that they certainly didn't
help," he added.
Greathouse said he
would talk with state
medical examiner Dr.
George Nichols and
others about whether an
exhumation and autopsy
are needed.

G. CORN, JR.

thing is to take four tricks. Taking
we stand three aces would be easy;
we are the problem lay with how to
Wendell ,get a defensive ruff.
East could exit with a
diamond, planning to win
the first trump and then
East was headed for a hope that West could ruff a
certain minus score in the second diamond. However,
play of today's remarkable South's rebid promised a six
game He needed a crucial card trump suit, so this plan
ruff but the bidding told him was bound to fail. (Even if
that partner could hold no West had held two spades
entry. See if you can find an and one diamond, he probaunusual way to create an bly would have led his
entry to today's West hand. singleton). Further, a waitEast won his singleton ing defense in hopes of two
club ace and wondered how heart winners had next to a

"The important
not so much where
as the direction
going" - Oliver
Holmes.

zero chance. Obviously, it
was time for some unusual
moves.
Today's hero led the
queen of hearts at trick two!
Dummy was forced to win
and East hopped up to win
the first trump. Now a hopeful low heart to West's jack
created the entry and the
vital club ruff beat the
game.
Was East lucky to find
West with the jack of
NORTH
2-111-a

•1063
•K 5 4
•AQJ
4Q .1 5 2
EAST
WEST
•A 5 4
•2
•A Q 6 3
•J 8 7 2
•8 6 5 4 2
•7 3
•A
•1098743
SOUTH
•K Q J 9 8 7
•109
Answer to Wednesday's PuzzJe
•K 109
4K 4
MUID MUM CUM

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Brim
4 isolated
rocks
9 Lout
12 Exist
13 The Pentateuch
14 1910Caw
15 Condensed
moisture
16 Charity
17 Raised
18 Actress Field
20 Exist
21 Chromium
symbol
23 Beverage
24 Sewing
implement
28 Part of I-1RH
30 Scraped
32 Declare
34 Sailor
35 Shoshonean
36 Contrition
39 Damp
40 Designated
41 Ancient
43 Rhodium
symbol
44 Babylonian
deify
45 Quiet
47 Proverbs
50 Declared
51 Time period
54 Lend an 55 Because
58 River *and
57 Attempt
58 Lock of hair
59 Female deer
DOWN
1 Young boy
2 Anger
3 Church
benches

•
•

4 Bogs down
5 Amassed
6 Host
7 Ethiopian
title
8 Quiet!
9 Craw
member
10 Exist
11 Novelty
17 Shade tree
19 Cooled lava
20 Wager
21 Fellows
22 Carouse
24 Drugs
25 Lateen/lined vessel
26 Social
outcast
27 Mrs Bunker
29 Rockfish
31 Plumed
33 Ceremonies
37 Beverage
1

2

121012 MOM MOO
CUOKIOU UOU U
MUU CEO 1200
UUUM QUO 00
U1212 MU MECO
CU UMMOMMU MU
UUUUU MUM OU
OW MUU 1010
IJUI UIW UMEI
0 MOO UU101210
OUU UM= UMM
CUM EMU MUU

South
34

West
Pass
Pass

North
2 NT
44

East
Pass
All
pass

Opening lead Club 10

hearts? Certainly yes. But
there was no luck involved
49 Contorted
38 Slurs over
in finding the way to put
42 Part of a liter 50 Guinness title that key card to good use.
in
River.
52
Abbr.
Spain
45 Rational
Bid with C,•ra
46 Conduct
47 Deposit
48 Swiss river
5

4

3

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:

hi
lid
111•III LiWI

mid iii

6

53 Devoured
55 Abbr on a
city map

7 111

1810 No

lid•II
Id

lia
ia maw

South
_ holds

2-18-B

• *As:
3
•ssi,
,- 2
.....•A
Soak
in

North
in

Id Idididiii WE
id NM
la
spades. A
kiss iii lama -ANSWER: T wo
id
°I." comfortable raise. Do not
to tv o hearts since
id
id,id illalid reverse
44
that bid prom ises a stronger
mum hand.
111
hiliilid
-kriTirHeed bridge quo lc to The Aces,
iti
la
iii
PA Hoz 17.3111, I alias Texas 71225,

la

sNows-roams

114E SNOWFLAKES
ARE QUITE PRETTY

DON'T BOTHER
ME TOO MUCH

with smlf-addreitaa stamped wee:lope
for reply.

uNAT tWORRY
ABOUT ARE

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice
NOTICE OF
UNITED STATES
MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of judgment and order of
sale dated January
25, 1982, directed to
me and issued from
the Office of the

Clerk of the United
States District
Court for the
Western District of
Kentucky, Paducah
Division, in the Action of United
States cif America,
Plaintiff vs. Gary
Charles Hollander,
et at, Defendants,
Civil Action C810226 -P(J), on
March 25, 1982, at
the hour of 11:00
a.m., at the
Calloway County
Courthouse door,
Murray, Kentucky,
I will sell to the
highest and best
bidder the following
real estate:
Lot No. 2 in Block

"C" of Bagwell
Manor Subdivision
to the town of Murray, Kentucky as
shown by revised
plat of record in the
office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court in Plat
Book 2, Page 39.
The restrictions inscribed on the plat"

:
as recorded in Plat,
Book 2, Page 39, are
made a part of this_77
conveyance as if
they were written
herein in full, except the restriction
concerning a
residence with a
flat roof, see waiver
of record in the office of the Clerk
aforesaid in Deed
Book 127, page 390.
BEING the same
property acquired
by Gary Charles
Hollander and Judy
Ann Hollander, hiswife, by deed
October .,14, 1980,
and recorded on
MICROFILM in
Book 161, Card 1366,

- in the Office of the
Clerk of the
Calloway County
Court.
The above
described real
estate is being sold
to satisfy a lien in
the amount of
$31,151.70, plus accrued interest in the

(BLIND
LANDING5!
0

0

amount of $551.13 as
of October 7, 1981,
plus additional interest at the daily
rate of $2.2404 from
October 7, 1981, until date of judgment
and interest
thereafter on said
judgment at the
rate of 8% per annum until paid, plus
C osts,
disbursements and
expenses.
TERMS OF SALE
The real estate
will be sold to the
highest and best
bidder at the place
and time above
mentioned for cash
or upon a credit of
30 days, with 15% of
said purchase price
being in cash on the
date of sale and a
bond for the
balance of said purchase price shall be
executed by the
purchaser with approved surety,
made payable to
the United States
Marshal for the
Western District of
Kentucky. The purchaser of said real

Copy

end

,ftwitiOn

•04 , S dune ,111, in out
s•ud

Carter
Studio
CO

Mom

ill 8298

Come to Gene & JO's for
your Aloe Vera liquid
Quart $9. gallon $27.

LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER
Inmedime lowary
Nut Oa 10•20 Nimes.
hi Wessel Realty (tier)
404 N. 1216 Street. Lew
arks/ ea el Jewelry
repair.

THE CATCH
THE CATFISH
& SEAFOOD
Johnny Robertson
Rd. South
759-1506

Cqnllinn

1
fl

AM .M
Li AM 10 12 PM 9t

153 5819

estate is given the
right to pay in full
the amount of the
purchase bond and
the interest computed at the rate of
8% per annum that
has accrued from
the date of execution to the date of
full payment to the
United States Marshal.. The real
estate shall be sold
free and clear of
any and all liens
and encumbrances,
except for any
state, county, city
or school ad

12 MONTH
FREE
FINANCING
SS FURNITURE

Bids requested for
trimming
mowing.
a ,
maintenance on South
Pleasant Grove Cemetary and Lawn. Bidder
must submit evidence
of adequate equipment.
Biding is to be on a per
mowing basis. There
will be a maximum of 20
weekly mowings from
Aptil through September 1982. Subject to
reduction due to
weather. Bids must be
submitted to Ed
Nesbitt, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Ky. 42049-__A24S7 or
492-8410.

valorem taxes
• which may be due
and payable or
assessed against
said property at the
time of sale, and
shall be sold free
and clear of any
right or equity of
redemption. The
rights of all parties
shall attach to the
proceeds of the sale
of the real property
in the same manner
and with the same
effect as they attach to the property
prior to the sale.
Ralph H. Boling
United States Mar-

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
soo North Fourth
Murray, Ky.
753-3251
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

shal
Western District of
Kentucky
204 U.S. Courthouse
Building
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

For Sole

. Notice

Large assortneet
of goyim 24 Kt.
gill dipped leaves
36 dittereet styles

Pox

$2.95 Each.
All men
born from
1%0
through
1963 must
be
registered
. with the
before
Syntem
Service
Selective
March 1, 1962. to avoid penalty
Its easy. Go tra the nearest hosi
Office and fill put your card 1111
Lake two min+, and put your
mend at ease.
BEFORE
MARCH 1ST

.

-

NOBODY REMEMBERED
LT FUZZ'S ESIRTI4DAY
SO HE'S I-IAVING A
PARTY FOR
WIMSELF

• REG

NO KIDDING?
WI-iERE

Write rout
SELECTIVE IIRVICE STEVIE/
AT ANY U. POST OFTICE

Gold &
Silver Inc.

vin-iAT ARE Tk4EY
CALLING YOU ?

----Mould like someone to
go along with me by car

1

Ayalast cancer by Issdping Ins
McDowell Caacer Foomileali
funds to b•lkl • casear aria ter
Kimmdclaris.
Fteadtias ow goal ow sm.
depends as the poweallp RI gawk
Illte you
Mame read conMbolowto
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION, 915 South Llewealoos, Les*pica. Kentudry 406E6.
AJI Aoudads 1411 be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
FarmC'",

DRINK A
LITTLE.,.

Antiques
We ley
Sell
Astklvis
And Collectable:
Cease by and see our
Weather Vane's

perience necessary.
National company. De
tails and application
mailed. Send your name
and address 1 : Bond
Industries. Hiri g Dept.
77, Kendall& Tx.78027.
ADMINISTRATIVE
SYSTEMS PRO
GRAMMER compen
tency in COBOL Pro-

knowledge
gramming.
of administrative data
experience
processing.
or education in FinanIBM
cial Systems.
OSCICS Systems and
systems analysis desirable. Personnel OfKy.
fice MSU Murray
42071 E.O.E.M.F.
Babysitter for infant in
our home. References
required. Call 753-6563.
experienced
Mature,
ambitious person
needed to organize and
manage small local
office. Benefits and

salary commensurate

42071.
Need experienced
mechanic. Apply in
person. Century NOW
Sales 801 Sycamore.
Position available
Druthers Restaurant.
Apply in person.
WANTED: Someone to
_process and print 35mm.
black and white film in
their home or own
darkroom on regular
• basis. Phone 753-5131,
Ext.141.

Want middle-aged
woman or couple
preferred to live with
and care for bedridden
man. Call 753-163.4.

9. Situation Wanted
House cleaning every
other week. Have references. 759-1255, .7312377.
Lady needing home._ Live in. Care for in..
valid. Room board pay.
7591661.
Ride wiiited to and
from Paducah area On
weekdays. Doing student teaching. Witt
share gat expenses.
Call 767-6157.
Will sit with sick people
at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital from
8:30am 10:00am. call

753-5419 ask for Sharon.

I -C/1141-,.•

Need Motorcycle
Tires?
111(111114 high gorfornotss
•storcycl• tires sett
stailoblit at Dist met Prices,

Correll Tire L Wheel
Alignment
753 1119
1105 Pow

1977 Malibu
$2600
Classic. 2 door
Call 753-9872 anytime.
For sale or trade es
tablished business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable offer con
sidered. Owner financ
ing available. Call 153
4109 after 5p.m.

14. Want to Buy
80001b. Warn
Call 435 1291.
Stamp and coin cot-

accumulat

tion or

Call after 3p.iti.
767 4169.
Would like to buy good
used washer., call 153-

7261.

15. Articles for Sale
14 and 15in.'Sew recap
tires reduld
Clifford Ga rison 77
Sycamore.
Shp Garden tiller. it
console
'years old. $1
sewing
,commercia
machine wi h button
but n needle
cover
and bobbin ; included.

$350. Call 7532720. 753
3494.
9 piece Dun an Phyfe
dining room sfjite $750
couch (grleen and
old
walnut trim) ,$75.
Kerosene heater $20
250 Chevrolet head $40.
2 8ft. ornamental
wrought iron posts $
489-2440.
poli e
Bearcat IV
scanner. 8 channel with -crystal. $125. Call 7531651, after 5: 437-4311. Tobacco Sticks. Call
_345-2861or 247-3953.

_ 16. Home Furnishings
Antique walnut drop
leaf gate-leg table with
antique
pads $650.
walnut buffet $850. Both
pieces are refinished
and in mint condition.
Call 247-58Q.
Frost free reezer. $225.
Call 753-0219.
Old oak dining table
with leaf and 4 chairs. 1
leg needs repair. 759130•4.
1 recliner
One couch,
Chair both like new.
--- Table with 4 chairs. Call
759-1075. Mon.-Fri. 8-4.
Sears washer and
dryer. Call 753-7785.
Twin frame mattress,
springs-. bookcase'4.
headboard to fit child's ! desk. Call 759-4045 after
6p.m.

Moving Sale-love seat,
coffee
arm chairs,
end tables.
table,
wedding dress
lewelry
size & stereo. All must
go! Call 753-8948.

ing for 4 distributors in
10 county area. call

19. Farm Equipment

Antique City Mall Hwy.
45 between Jackson and
says
Humboldt.
"thanks" to our Ky.
customers. 82 dealers

welcome you Open 10 5,
Closed
I 5
Sun

-

I

Allis-Chalmers no till
drill. 12-20in. rows.
$4500. Call
1-733-4828.

1-733-4017,

22. Musical

HE '

606-731-7886 collect.
Make money selling
beautiful
Avon,

ie

w

e

r

I

y,

gifts and makeup. Get
low cost insurance be-

nefits. Call Connie
White, 7 53-5 750 in
Murray.

WANTED
Respeasible plarilr"
take op pelmets en
like new pipe.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

WANTED
DIRECTOR

Of

NURSING

REGISTERED

-

NURSE FOR SKILLED AND INTERMEDIATE
CARE FACILITY. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS OFFERED. SEND RESUME TO:
ADMINISTRATOR
P.O. BOX 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Wad OPPmdmilitt EflIblvr

ANNOUNCING
TEMPORARY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES
now available including shorthand, and typing,
available hourly, daily or weekly Mature personnel,
experienced, bonded, Notary. Will fill sick or
vacation vacancies

SHORT NOTICE-Our Speciality
Mayfield 247-1866
References furnished

Guaranteed Work

a.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER'
SHOP
c..0.1

225 L.P. Millar St. ism.«

3. Card of Thanks

1

Two antique rockers,

solid brass floor lamp.
Excellent condition.
Call after 5:00. 759-1703.
Two piece Early
American living room
suite. Like new. Call
489-2527.

10. Business Opportunity
$50 000 to $80, 000 per
year. Are you bored
with your job, tired of
working for the other
man? National Company based in
Lexington, Ky. is look-

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES

CARE OF HIS
SICK viriFE.„

Is-

$241.20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No ex-

through Texas,
Arizona,
Mexico, and California.
You pay your way and I
pay mine. Will furnish
car. Call if interested
435 4245.

602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.

yr

THE MAN

4. Help Wanted

Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

1111
; MEM

TRIEr? TO TAKE

LoSt. Black and tan
Beagle with white tip on
Lost Friday be
tail
tween Jones Mill and
Bell City. Call collect
502 75 3 1 7 1 4
502 753-6219.

Olympic Plaza
753-7113

Join thefight::
4
.

13. For Sale or Trade
Clean

with qualifications.
Send replies to PO BoX
Ky;
1040 F Murray.

,

S

S. Lost and Found

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Noir Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
.

Opal Hears
Mon., Tues., Wed., That-i., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30 • 753-3615
•

Monday's

ti•

U

46901910*IPA'"14°'4".11.1-04'..?9,04-**418.esf

• ei

BEST

COPY A

_
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26. TV Radio

19. Farm Equipment
20 metal Trusses 30ft
long Excellent for con
structing farm mach
hay stor
nery storage
age and other farm
buildings 753-5181.
One deluxe 135 Massey
Ferguson tractor. Like
mint, brand new. Only
400 hours. Contact Howard Brandon 753.4389
or 753 5960.

30. Business Rentals
Mini •

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" col
or, 19" B/W

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
5.

32. Apts. For Rent

CLAYTONS

31. Livestock-Supplies

34. Houses for Rent

34. Houses for Rent

House for rent 504 Pine
St Call 189 1259
Income property by
Owner. Extra nice 2 or 3
bedroom brick home on
4 lots presently 1 lot
rented for mobile home.
air conCarport
ditioned. perfect starter
home for young couple
for rental income.
$36000. Will consider
renting to responsible
party. Call 522.7837.
Near Kenlake 5 year old
3 bedroom, insulated,
electric heat and wood
re•
stove
heater,
and water
frigerator
furnished. $195 plus
deposit. 142 3877.

Two bedroom brick
duplex 1 block univers
753
itY• Central heat
I51-1074 753 2649

37. Livestock-Supplies
Eight cross bred Hamp
and York sows bred to
registered Duroc boar,
due to farrow first part
of April. Market price
plus $ 25. each.
I 345 2794.

53. Services Offered

50. Used Trucks

47. Motorcycles

ha XS 400
Black Rackin horse and 1980 Yama Yamaha YI
2 horse Stedtmann Special and
$0. Call 753 3108.
trailer. Call 753 6123
1981 Yamaha 4 0 0
Special. Excellent .con
41. Public Sale
dition, Call 759,41892
&
TY
BOGARD REAL
--after 5p.m.
ER
DOV
AUCTION,
n
datio
liqui
TN. We buy
a. Auto Services
inventories of
1979 Chevrolet V•6 enp
equi
businsses-farm
milage. 414meat. Note We will sell gine, low
at auction for you. Call 2325.
615-232-5150.
Four party yard sale. 4
2 miles east of Murray
1
/
on 94. Log cabin on left
where willow furniture
use to be
Nay. 121 Sant
Moving Sale at 414 S.
Merrily, Ky.
6880
753
101h. Call
New and Used Arrto
43. Real Estate
Parts, Batteries,

1966 International
pickup, 4 cylinder, hercules diesel with
Chrysler automatic
transmission 753 6278
1970 1 HC Scout, 4
full metal
cylinder,
0
lock out hubs standard
transmission. Phone 1901-642.6353 Paris. In
1972 CJ5 Jeep. 6 cylinlock -out hubs.
der
standard transmission,
metal top, 63 000 miles.
1-901-642'6353 Paris. Tn.
1973 Chevy pickup 454.
Power brakes•steering,
air AM-FM radio, tilt
wheel. Call 753-6123.
1975 4 wheel drive
Dodge pickup. $1000
753-9536.
1977 Chevrolet 4 wheel
drive truck 753 1977.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
plumbing
concrete.
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. DayS 4742359 nights 474-2276.
Guttering' by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 753753-7575
TOLE PAINTING
4109 or 136 2844.
38. Pets-Supplies
22. Musical
CLASSES
21. Mobile Home Sales
Furnished apartment
AKC Bassets. Show
THURSDAY
. 753.
CAR STEREO Pioneer
rsity
unive
near
all shots and
quality.
1961 Baron. U n
Marantz,
77.
Kenwood
25tb Feb. 1982
. 474 3134 or 753-61
ed. Guaranteed
worm
Mitsubishi. Sanyo. Pro- furnished. 82500
Viii
y
Wesle
and
Lakel
ners 10:00 am,
thy.
Begie
heal
sound and
fessional intallation. 6838.
age now rentirtg 1
8150..8200. Call 753-0672
Advenced 1:00 p.m.
Sunset Boirfevard Music House and trailer in bedroom elderly aparafter 6p.m.
Dixieland Center Hazel. Will sell separ tments. HUD Rent
753-4895
AKC German Shepherd
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
ate. Call 753-0861.
Tires, Wheel Coven,
Subsidy Program. Apply 43. Real Estate
puppies. 28 champions
Perdoie & Therms
Three bedroom. 2 bath
Ante Accessories.
L.W.V. U.S,68 at
Wurlitzer console central gas-heat,
in 5 generations.
cen Jonathan Creek,
Benlesereece
Spitz
mo
Eski
51. Campers
theatre. organ 4500. Like tral air conditioning ton, Ky. 42025. 502 354ican
Amer
If you own your land I
Real Estate
Also guard
new. 753 1261 after unit, underpinnning inies.
pupp
ng
Housi
l
Equa
An
wheel camper. can help you have a
8888.
fifth
1977
Sq.
Coort
53.
ille
54-21
Soiths
5p.m.
dogs. 502-5
cluded. 753.5561.
Opportunity.
1977 bass boat. Call home built and financed
Norm, Kentucky
AKC Registered
Salvage 753.5374
Trailers for sale or rent. Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
Auto
at 10 percent A.P.R.
rt
Impo
23. Exterminating
Keeshound puppies. 10
4451
parts Nice 35ft. camper. Full Call 436-5582.
753.
1 and 2 bedroom. Rent miles from town. Farm
used
and
new
weeks old. only 2 males
with option to buy. Sell work agreement
174 2325.
size bath. $3200. K & K STUMP REMOleft. Phone 753-7989.
ROBERTS REALTY
with owner financing. available for right
VAL. Do you need
753-2241.
good
Runs
with
49. Used Cars
"Portable Dog
has six acres
Call 759-4592.
couple. Call 763-0040.
stumps removed from
ING
LIST
NEW
d
liste
and
and Kennels. Cages
livable house
52. Boat?Motors
Two bedroom 12x65 gas Duplex apartment for
your yard or lend
Rambler. 2 door.
CANTERBURY
accessories. Write for a inside the city limits. 1965
ed of stumps? We
trailer. Central heat rent. Phone 759-1503.
clear
der,
cylin
6
Sea
Ray.
op,
18ft.
hardt
1972
zoned
City
free catalog. Falls
ESTATES
Front, 325 feet is
partly fur- 140Hp Mercruiser. Call can remove stumps up
and air.
condi
air
furnished
obm
atic
bedr
autom
One
re2936 St. commercial and
Fence Co.
nished, nice. $5900. 247. apartment. 121 North
to 24 inches below the
Here's your opExcellent condi- 753-4.647 after 5p.m.
Dept. CM
Xavier.
mainder is zoned R-4 tion.
leaving only
/
6989.
751
ground,
72,
436-5/
8650.
portunity for a comr.
tion.
next to fairgrounds. $90.
traile
motor,
u
Boat,
o
L
Many uses could be
chips. Call
and
ust
sawd
139.
753-3
.
y
month
room
fortable and
Ky. 40212."
492 8225.
made out of the pur 5353.
28. Mobile Home Rentals per
ates. Bob
estim
for
free
289
shed
rty. 1967 Ford Fairlane
One bedroom furni
home at a realistic
Seven month old chase of this prope
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
con- 53. Services Offered
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2 apartment near hospi.Good
what
.
ion
obile
invis
autom
y
and
Partl
it
omic
See
price. Econ
Doberman pup.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Phu'753-3914
bedroom 2 baths. fur tal. Couples preferred.
Get you could do! $51, 500. dition. Best offer. Call ALCOA ALUMINUM
central gas heat, trained, red female.
after
Need work on your
430
nished. Call 753 4683 or 492-8662 after 5p.m.
753-8
51.
or
753-16
805
y
759-4
Realt
ts
Rober
in touch with Lynn Lee,
prunSIDING or vinyl siding trees? Topping,
2400
and
air
al
753-1336 after 5p.m. ,
centr
low
4:30.
oom
bedr
One or 2
Hales Tr. Pk. No. 68.
and trim. Aluminum ing shaping complete
2
24. Miscellaneous
a.
Impal
Extra nice 2 bedroom utilities. $165. month. square feet of living
1972 Chevy
for brick houses. removal and more. Call
and trim
mobile home. Small,
Call 759-9303 anytime.
43. Real Estate
Strout. door. body interiorcondi
area which includes
Jack Glover 753-1873.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
BOYER'S TREE
216
753-8
$85
.
court
quiet
outside in good
ty
rage areas
One or 2 bedroom
Real
g con- SERVICE for Prosto
CABINETS.
sprin
ting
Accep
5p.m.
after
tion. Phone 753-1429.
apartments near
bookcases.
galore, built-in
tract for lawn mowing fessional tree care.
SELL YOUR
etc.
1973 Buick Century. in city of Murray. For 753-8536.
Murray Hospital. 492music centers,
and
ses
kca
boo
HOME IN TOWN
Office Coast re Coast
Good condition. $725. free estimates write
8225.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ssional painting.
desks in bedrooms,
RIR RENT
Call after 5p.m. Harry A. Baker Rt. 3 Profe
TO SOMEONE
Boyers from Evoryvetro
Tired of big utility bills?
comAir compressors for
rhanging,
pape
den,
,
1III
room
12.
Saco
753-25
sewing
Bo6shit Sonia
OUT OF TOWN
We have a nice .1
Box 105 CA Murray, Ky. mercial
11_2 BR furnished, central
residential
sale. Dill Electric.
to
1112 Colilvotor load
heat, very nice. Close
1973 Ford LTD. Good 42071.
bedroom furnished
farm
living room, plus a
We're in touch with
interior-exterior,
Beauty Shop Equip•
town on private lot.
Surrey, Ilartscky 42971
condition.$410. 753-1913.
apartment for you.
estimates.
19x 29'family room
nd
Asphalt driveways and buildings.
arou
ment. A dresser, wash
from
rs
buye
12 Riveria Cts. extra nice 2
(502)753-0186
753-3949.
1974 VW Aug. Excellent parking lots sealed by Tremon Farris 759-1987.
hydrolic chair,
bowl.
BR furnished. Water and
with lovely
the country. When
Aorta*
Trash Pickup furnished.
mechanicatry:-Thody in Sears. For free es
Two bedroom
hair dryers. Call 759ate
Thirty one years exPriv
fireplace.
you list with us you
JOE IL 611111011
shape. Student timates call 753-2310.
good
townhouse apartment.
4592.
perience. Carpenter•
with
patio
.
ed
offer
fenc
sertrokor
get a referral
must sell. Best
Appliances furnished,
remodeling.
PENTER SER
ing.
CAR
build
MANAGEMENT
Four used 13in. tires.
that
ral
cent
gas grill adds
Licossod 6 11•111041
759-9524. 753-5310.
carpeted,
e with the
vic
repairing annex on
VICE. New homes,
and
commercial carpet,
o
heatair. Also 1 studi
custom kit- home and trailer. 436extra nice touch
additions,
upholstery and wall
Do you manage your rental
strength and
apartment available.
all remodeling. 2253.
up to a
property or does it manAGE
s
,
total
chens
Came
cleaner. 1972 Datsun
that
d
lac
you'
Cadil
e
ledg
1977
know
753-7550 or 753.7559.
YOU,We will manage your
44. Lots for Sale
Hawley Bucy 492 8120.
station wagon. Also 750
fine home-buying
rental property for you
expect from the
WV& Local. One
Two bedroom duplex.
Honda motorcycle. Call
land
e
choic
CHIMNEY SWEEP
e
of
opportunity. Phon
Coleman
Number 1 real 26 acres
Central heat and air. No
Owner, Sharp.
ROOFING
502-527-1568.
INC. For your safety
able for you
avail
is
222.
753-1
y!
$200.
h.
toda
mont
us
pets. $210.
Reel Estate
estate sales through Roberts
T-UP & SHINGLES
call for free estimate.
Fujika Kerosene hea
BUIL
red.
requi
COUNTRY
deposit. Lease
model KF 3200
767-4786 or 767-4779.
ter
organization in Realty! Some waterRefereaces. All work
Call after 5p.m.
CHARM
automatic ignition used
Ideal for sub
have
.
We
guaranteed. Fran
front
ica.
Amer
753-6699.
be
once 8100.753 2603.
Estimates. Coll 759Peaceful country
from pro- dividing or would
mo Smits. Cs.
ests
Alai
requ
agreat for that perm
11159 Of 753-63111
Kelvinator 30in. gas
Rent
for
s
' goes with this
Room
livin
33.
um
,
Penti
in
sidle'
ested
Owl
inter
aM
ts
em
spec
aluni
!
nant retirement home
range unclaimed layee
thr
que
uni
lac
block
four
.
Cadil
I
purchasing
Rooms for rent
custom Iris work
Priced to sell at $30. 000.
away at balance due.
bedroom home in
univesity. Call
Tole painting lessons.
$265.96. BICYCLES. We
bedroom homes in Roberts Realty 753-1651.
bfwvects. Call Pill El
with from
rent
BR,
Two
betevenings,
ty
812 or 753.6933.
Coun
ings,
es
753-1
Morn
Grav
Mein
W.
have 6 close out BMX
1406
the city. We have
Bailey, 153-1619.
n to buy. Sell with
weekends. Degreed
ay &
Murr
20in. bikes at 30 percent optio
ween
5315
Call
from
753cing.
lies
homi
finan
e
r
thre
34 Houses for Rent
licensed instructor. For
off! 2 mag wheel bikes owne
-Mayfield. Antique
.
three different
2 boys and 2 759-4592.
for $89.
need your more information call
you
Do
ngs
well
ceili
n
ed
clea
r on Nice
log beam
states wanting four
girls dirt bikes at $75. Two bedroom traile
cleaned? Find Kay at 753-0713.
r and insulated 5 room house.
1976 Triumph TR 7. 4000 carpets inexpensive it
in den and dining
s.
home
each. Get a new bike Pogue St. Wate
oom
Tree Work. Topping
how
bedr
out
wation.
city
condi
good
Call Electric twat,
miles.
burning
wood
and taking
deep trimming,
,
with
new warranty at your utilities furnished.
area
done.
be
with
can
h
5
utiti,
touc
in
615.
e
bath
,
2
We'r
$2750. Call 753-2
1) 3 BR,
ter. cook stove
Call down. 436-2179.
.
Huffy Repair Center 753-3096.
ning
Stove and
clea
er
m
Fish
stea
buyers. Give us a
acre lot, lake front 759.4532.
Coast to Coast .Hard- Two mobile homes
Jeff 753-001.5.. -- Tree trimming and
central heat and
4 Miles out on
492.
1978 Chevy Malibu.
753-1
call
00.
ware. First come ikit about 1 mile from city bath.
856,0
e.
sales at Sears removal. Hedges and
Coupl
e
exHwy.
Fenc
an
al
is
57,
r
Feder
This
owne
air.
h.
one
Sout
r
served.
limits on 641
KIDS,BRING
2) 3 BR, 2 bath, 4.doo miles, excellent now. Call Sears 753-2310 shrubs. Firewood. 753
Call No pets. Deposit and
000
tremely neat
Oak firewood for sale Furnished.
R PARENTS
YOU
large family room. condition. $2895. 753- for free estimate for 5476.
s required.
e.nce
refer
753-3698.
Cedar-sided home
436-2271, 436-2211.
your needs.
table included
Lakefront. Asking 6915.
Will do hand knitting
$140. 753-5593.
Pool
hauling and crocheting baby
in quiet, private
00.
room - All
rec
$58,9
One bedroom house in
30. Business Rentals
with
a. 36, 000 For your lime
Fiest
Ford
1978
25. Business Services
afghans
things,
location. Offered in
Lakeway Shores. Partly
new and lime spreading
sunroof.
3) 4 BR 2 bath. 100
miles.
equipment included
Phone
HODGES TAX SER- Five stall clean-up shop furnished. Call 753-6123.
.
white rock, gravel, and sweaters-you name it.
550's
low
tte.
the
casse
M
lot.
AMF
ft.
tires.
300
ng
ft. x
with swimmi
ng. Call 753- Sewing or alterations.
VICE. The Incor„e Tax with office and gas heat. Three bedroom house.
llent condition. coal hauli
753-1222 for all inBlood River area. Exce512.
pool - Just now on
Specialist 1104 Pogue Contact Howard Bran large lot. $175. per
4545 or see Roger 759-1025.
753-8
formation.
Ky. Call 759- don 753-4389 or home
Murray
Asking 825,000.
Hudson. Located 10 Will sharpen hand saws,
the market - Two
month. Call 753.5750.
753-5960.
le
mobi
1425.
miles east on Hwy 94.
BR
3
chain saws and skill
each
4)
on
ooms
bedr
1974 Fiat, 35 MPG,
e
larg
with
Free estimates. All saws. Call 753-4656.
home
two levels - Dine
on'.
excellent cond
your electrical plumb••
addition. $14,000.
formally or in eat-in
ing heating. air con- 55. Feed and Seed
g
ncin
fina
er
Own
kitchen ditioning painting and Hay large round bales
1956 Chevrolet
or mortgage
insulating needs. Call
Assumable loan for
conlent
p,
excel
picku
$15. each. Call 382-2207.
assumption possi753 9673.
you - Equity for
n.
ditio
d
ifie
ble to qual
owner. Call 753-1492
1980 T-Bird, like
1. How can you make money?
are
buyers.
unwanted and unneeded items that
those
all
up
ring
iew.
gathe
prev
by
y
your
for
mone
18000 nibs.
new,
Ans. You can make
y
Realt
Call Span.
and garage and putting them up for sale.
Moon roof. Make ofgathering dust in your basement,attic
Every Friday night at 6:30 p.m.

KEY
AUTO PARTS

753-5500

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

PURDOM'S
oidsawas

LAKE
PROPERTY
FOR SALE

I

Make Money By Saving!

AUCTION

Assoc. for all year
Reel Estate needs.
753.7724

2. How car you save money?

classified
of the gigantic classified ad sale that the
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage
items
those
all
sell
to
ary
Febru
h
of
mont
g
ad department of the ledger& Times is having durin the
her.
you have gathered toget
you?
3. How good a business person-ate
business advertising on the
good in business by running your
are
you
that
prove
can
You
Ans.
fourth day your classified
Every
s during the month of Feb.
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Time
of your ad every fourth
cost
e
entir
the
save
you
s
that
mean
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This
If you are a regular
unts.
disco
usual
and you receive all the
day. Prices remain the same as usual
February ou will
for
your advertising is already scheduled
customer of the classified section and
this sale.
automatically receive the benefits from
sale?
this
of
ls
detai
the
t
are
4. Wha

Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
all
section on the classified page, sm
ng
reader ads or classified display ads as lo
as they meet the following requirements:

r Ads must run three consecutiVe days.
r No changes will be made in copy.
r Paid days will run first.
celled before exr No rebate will be given if ad is can
piration.
classified ads
All standard rates on classified display and
•
will remain in effect.

No.Days
Paid
3
6
9

No.Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
Tl

S. What do you gain from this sale?

,
the item you advertise You t•
VIOff you can lose if you sell
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no
most well read
the
in
g
tisin
adver
of
tage
advan
the
gain
money on your business advertising and
by the amount
money you can save is determined only
section of the newspaper. The amount of
of advertising you decide to do.

E:
TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SALE AND SAV
r ad.
Call 7531916 or 753-1917 to place you

.rownexemeerlme.
,
dil•Mpred0.41111•111

' AVAILABLE

l'illETTAllklUtT11S®
I 200 Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071
002)753-1492

itite level lake lot on
Pine Bluff Shores in
Calloway County. Has
water and electricity.
753 8011

45. Farms for Sale
410-v

kOPF.'ERI D
753-1222
INDITIES Fen

WHY PAY
RENT?
When you can own
this attractive 3
bedroom

Farm for sale. 92 acres
35 tillable burley base
2 miles west of Brewers.
Must sell immediately.
$49 000 or best offer.
376 5428.
Forty seven acres on
Hwy 94 West. Call
759-1967.

-'46-.-Homes for Sale

home,

located Northwest
of Murray.
Assumable WI%
VA loan to qualified
veteran. Monthly
payments of approximately $275,
includes principal,
interest, taxes and
insurance. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for full
details.
187 ACRE
FARM
FOR SALE
Recently listed
farm in southern
Marshall County
between Murray
and Benton. Approxiinatei* 105
tendable acres,
equipment shed,
grain bins and close
driving distance to
Kentucky Lake.
Some owner financing available.
l'hone
Murray.

75 3-1 222,
ItepIty III

fee.
1971

Monte

Carts,

amilent condition.

753-7113
1979 Grand Marquis.
36000 miles.
Loaded.
black with gray interior. $6250. 75 3-88 30
daytime.
1980 Chevrolet Caprice
Wagon. Diesel V-8
power
power seats,
windows, cruise, tilt,
tape.
AM-FM stereo.
one
18, 000 miles,
owner.
753-1323 or after 4:30
711-S763.
_GOVERNMENT SURPLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS NOW
AVAILABLE-Thraugh
local sales under $300.
Call 1-714-569.0241 for
your directory on how to
purchase. Open 24
hours.

3 bedroom brick house.
2
Carpet throughout,
large living
baths.
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call .489-2145
or 753-2493.
Assumable. like new 2
Trucks
year old home. Fenced SO. Used
in yard, garage. heat 1949 Ford pickup. Some
pump plus extras. Call rust.
needs battery.
owner. 753-8469 or tune-up and master
P
SHROAT WALDRO
cylinder. $250. 753-7224
759-1707.
after 5p.m.
On the lake. For sale by
owner, like new very
tVh
nice 2 bedroom home.
With or without furni
private dock,
ture,
2 car
1
2 /
fireplace.
VW Factory Fehete
garage. Ready to move
5350 on all 1982
in. Immediate posses
sion. $47, 500. Call 436
Volkswagens incleding
2102.
Americas highest mpg
Three bedroom house,
l blot Sod.. 8,
diese
l.
large lot in Haze
Ready to move into. trucks.
Call 753086).
Carroll VW Rebate

AI

47. Motorcycles
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt
Bike Only $395. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753 8078.
175 Can Am Dirt Bike
Only S695. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753 Nit.
1977 ISA D.O.H.0
-Yamaha. Shaft drive
imiq wheels only 9000
miles. 753 OM

,i:!,

$350.00 On All
VW's.

TOTAL REBATE
$700
Carroll VW
Audi Mazda

641 Aim** House
Hwy. 641 berth of Paris, Tn.

load
Thigimeek Scotty will be here with a
old
eK,
disti
e,
swar
Glas
s.
Loui
from St.
any
For
.
more
h
tools, furniture and muc
sell merauction service or if you need to
642901or
2418
243901call
dise
chan
Lorry 84111611111 No. 646A
9453.
Auctioneer:

Shorty McBride No. 247

AUCTION
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

20,

1982

10:00 A.M.-RAIN OR SHINE

S

NER
MR.& MRS.GLYNN THOMAS-OW
KY
TUC
FULTON, KEN

State Line
SALE LOCATION: From Fulton, Ky Take Proceed
Rd. East,"Hwy.129" 7 Miles to County Road.
South 1 Mile to Sate Site
TRACTORS
WI..
JO 4430, Quad, 18.4x38 Due., 4 Post, Du. Hyd.,
4ead,18.4x38 Dus Wts.. Du. Hyd
30
:Ouad
con
JD44
444
.chopper, Beo Exi
&IAN.E
COr
16. Head
jo 6.00,
DsJ
TRUCK
1966-1600 Int.,•2 Speed. Gr Bed & Hoist.
FIELD EQUIPMENT
Rayne Plane F1246-400 Bu •Or Can • Amco 21 Hyd
ish
Fold Disc • Noble 8 Row Hyd Fold Cut. wiDan
g Dsc •
Totes and Rolling Fenders • JO 1630 Cuttin
850
Hester 1014 Hydra Swing 12' Hay Bone • NH
Round Baler • JD 350-7 Mower • N.H. 256 Rake
• NH 27 Silage Blower • Two JD 35 &loge Cutters
,,,,Both Heads • Two-Kasten 20 &lags Wagons •
JD 11• Wheel Disc • JO 1250-5x16" Plow • Rrryno
1400 Hyd. AA. 8' Blade • 1000 Gal. Water Tank &
Pump on JD Gear • Donahue 20' Equip. Trailer •
JD-RM-4 Row Cuiti • 18 Goosenech Stock Trailer
Pi. Hay
• 3 Pt, Tractor Seeder • 3 Pt. Litt Pole •3 Shop
Fork • Hay Rack • Cattle Creep Feeder •
Pre** • Hyd. Cylinders
This Is en Open Sotal Contact Gilson Thomas 1101470-2120.
TERMS: Strictly Cash, Cashier's Check or ApERS
proved Check! NO EXCEPTIONS?? BANK LETT
Are A Must GUARANTEEING PAYMENT Of
CHECKS From AN Unknown Buyerell
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER.

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER
FANCY fellow KENTUCKY
(502162311468 o, 502i 623 4919
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LOBITUARIES Quarrelabout dogs apparently triggers sniper,3 dead
Miss Brandon
I

dies; rites
on Friday
Services for Miss Sadie
Nell Brandon will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel- of Memphis
Funeral Home, 5599
Poplar St., Memphis.
Burial will follow in the
Hazel City Cemetery with
graveside rites at 2:30
p.m. Friday.
Pallbearers will be
Perry Boyd Brandon, Noble Brandon, Preston
Brandon, Russ Taylor, R.
M. Vance and Tom
Scruggs.
No local visitation will
be scheduled.
Miss Brandon died
Wednesday at St. Francis
Hospital, Memphis. Her
death followed a lengthy
illness. She was retired
from Memphis Defense
Depot.
She was the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. H.
E. Brandon,Sr., of Hazel.
A longtime member of St.
Paul's United Methodist
Church, Memphis, she
also was a former
member of Hazel United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include a
sister, Nomye Farmer,
Memphis, formerly of
Murray; three brothers,
Early Brandon, Hazel,
Henry Brandon,
Princeton, and Jewell
Brandon, Live Oak,Fla.
Also surviving are two
nieces and two nephews
includim Max Brandon
of Muffay,_

Mrs. Cooper's
rites today
Services for Mrs. Ebeth
Imes Cooper, widow of
Burie Cooper, were today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., and the
Rev. Paul Dailey officiated.
Active pallbearers
were L. G. Tubbs, Billy
Nat Galloway, E. B. Fennel, Ardath Cannon,
Keith Kennedy and
Junior Bailey.
Honorary pallbearers
were Prentice Lassiter,
Carl Durham, 011ie
Barnett, Bill Miller, Jack
Gardner, Matt
Sparkman, Haron West,
Ralph .,Ray, Earl
Douglas, Paul Dailey,
Jr., Milton Walston,
Perry Hendon, Cecil
Taylor, Z. C. Enix, Dr.
Hugh Houston and Wells
Purdom,Sr.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Cooper, 81, 304
North 10th St., died Tuesday at 9:25 a.m. at Long
Term Care Unit, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Koenecke
services
conducted
for Mrs. Myr-

Services
tle Koenecke were
Wednesday at West
Salem, Ill. The Rev. Ira
Wilson, West Salem, and
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
Murray,officiated.
Burial was in the Moravian Cemetery there.
Mrs. Koenecke,83, died
Monday at a nursing
home at Marion, Ill. Her
husband, Harlan
Koenecke, and her only
son, Henry Koenecke,
both died in 1954.
Survivors include a
daughter-in-law, Dr.
Alice Koenecke, a grandson and granddaughterin-law, William and Marcia Koenecke, and three
great-grandchildren,
Lynne, Lori and William
Koenecke, Jr., all of Murray.
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cHULA VISTA, Calif.
(AP) — A quarrel over
neighborhood dogs apparently provoked a fourhour sniper siege at a
trailer park that ended
with three people dead
and a police officer
seriously wounded, police
Say.

Police, firing a barrage
of tear gas, stormed a
mobile home Wednesday
evening and found a 57year-old retiree lying in a
back bedroom, uninjured
but semi-conscious and
clutching a cocked pistol,
authorities said.
Alys E. McNair,
described by a neighbor
as "a loner who never
gave anyone any problems," was rushed to a
hospital Wednesday night
and listed in poor condition, officials said. He

was thought to be suffering from a heart condition.
At the same hospital
lay an officer who was
struck in the neck by a
bullet in the shooting
spree, which also left
another resident injured
at the Mountain View
Trailer Lodge.
"I heard a couple of
shots," said Janet Andrews, 25, who suffered
arm wounds from shattered glass. "I looked out
the window and saw two
people lying on the
ground, and then shots hit
the car and one hit the
window and hit my arm.
I'm not hurt real bad."
McNair was captured
after authorities fired
about 20 tear gas
canisters into his trailer,
said San Diego County

sheriff's spokesman
Capt. Jack Drown. There
were no negotiations.
The extent of the
suspect's arsenal was not
immediately known, but
Sheriff John Duffy said it
was believed the man had
a shotgun, a rifle and a
pistol.
"It looks like it was a
neighborhood quarrel
that's been brewing about
six months," said
sheriff's spokesman Bert
Moorehead. He said the
squabble apparently
centered on dogs owned
by one of the victims.
A witness also told
police that there had been
past troubles between
neighbors about noisy
dogs.
An officer who asked to
remain anonymous said
the man was semi-

conscious on a bed in a
rear bedroom, holding a
cocked .38-caliber pistol,
and did not resist. He was
taken to Bay General
Community Hospital
where spokesman Paul
Omundson said he was in
-poor condition with no
evidence of serious injuries."
Drown said McNair
had a history of heart problems.
The dead were identified as Cesar ,Escutia,
no age available, of National City; his mother,
Gloria Castro, 63, a
trailer park resident; and
Monique Gerard, 23, a
former resident of the
trailer park who was
returning to pick up some
belongings after moving
out five days ago,
Moorehead said.

A witness said Escutia
was killed in the first
volley of gunfire as he
walked to his car from his
mother's trailer with a
dog in his arms.
"He (Escutia) opened
the car door, and boom!"
said William Melvin, 56,
who watched from an adjacent trailer, which immediately came under
fire.
Melvin said McNair
had quarreled with Mrs.
Castro, complaining that
her dogs were noisy.
Mrs. Castro, who lived
next door to McNair, was
killed as she ran from her
trailer home to investigate the shooting,
said Melvin, who was
baby-sitting at the time.
"He (the gunman) just
kept shooting and
shooting."

Plan unveiled to aid farming,environment
FRANKFORT, Ky. or brochure on a wide
(API — A broad five-year range of related topics.
plan has been unveiled to
A top priority of the
try to improve Kentucky five-year plan is helping
agriculture and protect develop 420,000 acres of
the environment.
no-till cultivation, land
The program includes that would be planted but
no specific monetary aid not plowed,
or fineable, but points to
An estimated 55 perthe areas where progress cent of Kentucky's
will be stressed.
cropland needs better
It grew out of imput conservation
from many agencies, plus management and prachearings in all the conser- tices to control soil erovation districts during sion, the report said.
the past 18 months.
_ Among other goals is
Natural Resources encouragement of
Jackie Siigiirt_leghilation for tax credits_
Set-tv
and the Kentucky Soil for practicing conserveand Water Conservation, --don, although official(
Commission presented said nothing is planned
the goals Wednesday and for the 1982 Kentucky
distributed a 64-page col- legislative session and

the thrust is on proposed
federal aid.
Also ranking high is
assisting livestock
farmers in planning and
installing 700 animal
waste management
systems, a goal that up to
now has not been stressed.
The report said
livestock produce nearly
30 million tons of manure
annually, with a portion
from 4,000 confined dairy
and hog operations, of
which more than 2,000
need improved animal
waste management
systems.
Officials said there
could be tremendous
benefits - in this area,

Steel corporation banks on economic upturn
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— The Newport Steel
Corp. is banking on an upturn in the economy to
bolster orders for a planned $28 million pipe mill
at its Wilder plant.
President Clifford
Borland said the expansion would create about
120 jobs when the mill
opens in a little more than
a year.
Borland predicted
Wednesday that a slump
in orders for the welded,
pipe produced by the firm
will ease before the mill
starts operations.
-If we didn't, we
wouldn't be going ahead
with this project,"
Borland said.
The new mill would in-_

crease the firm's annual
line pipe capabilities to
about 575,000 tons. It also
would increase utilization
of the company's melting
and hot rolling facilities,
which have been
operating at about half of
their production capaci-

mainly from greater use
of animal fertilizer and
less of commercial fertilizer.
"The potential state
average annual value of
animal manure in terms
of nitrogen, potash and
potassium fertilizers at
current prices is over
$120 million," the conservation report said.
The officials also said
they will focus on flood
plain management and
-land use planning, based
on flood-prone and floodhazard maps around the
-etate.
The report showed that
141 million tons of soil,

SiOVVIC
G.SIAX t

mainly from croplands,
are being eroded annually in Kentucky.
In fact, that was the
primary concern expressed by farmers who
took part in the conservation district meetings,
with solid waste disposal
listed as second.
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Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more

after•WELCOME WAGON visit.
The report also gave a quckly
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places
gloomy outline of to shop. Useful gifts and Invitations you can redeem for
diminishing farms in the more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's whatstate, saying that since my vhsit Is all oboe? — and It's free
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and
1960, the number has
treat. We've been greeting people for
decreased from 161,000 to such •specialJust
call rne.
,Ovitr 50 years.
102,000 and that total far(Noland 753-3019
Wary'
ming land has been
Hostesses --reduced from NA million
leggin Kies (Asst.)492-8348
acress to 14.6 million
Mary Nemitee (Asst.) 753-3570
acres.

SAVE— SAVE—SAVE- SAVE— SAVE —SAVE -SAVE —SAVE— r:

ty, he said.
Newport Steel was
created by former Interlake Steel managers
who purchased the steel
mills in Newport and
Wilder in 1981. Newport
Steel currently employs
about 570 people.

BYRON'S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray.Ky. Olympic Plaza

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRE

753-2380
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When Faintly Gathers
KODAK EKTRALITE 400
Camera Outfit

Still Going Strong
Good Selection

Off.
Anything
In
The Store

UMW again fail
ARJAY, Ky. (AP) —
For the third time in
seven years, the United
Mine Workers union has
failed in its bid to take
Eastover Mining Co.'s
Arjay mine from the
Southern Labor Union.
Miners voted 119-69 on
Wednesday to maintain
their affiliation with the
Southern Labor Union.

with Brown,Duffy said::
Just before 5 p.m., officers laid down a smoke
screen, then advanced
behind it with an armored
van.
Then, officers began
lobbing tear gas into a
trailer they believed the
gunman was using. The
barrage continued for at
least 45 minutes before
the shooting stopped •
Just two blocks from
the trailer park is
Lauderbach Elementary
School, which has some
600 students. Some of the
younger students, from
kindergarten to third
grade, had been let out of
school right before the
shooting began,said prine
cipal Cliff Johnson, "se
we had to quickly pick
them up on their way
home."

Ms. Gerard was killed
.after driving into the
area, Drown said.
Although Melvin said
McNair had quarreled
with Mrs. Castro, he
described McNair as "a
very quiet nice guy...a
loner who never gave
anyone any problems."
Drown said "dozens if
not 100 shots were fired,
all by the suspect."
Sheriff's Deputy
Robert Brown, 34, was
shot in the throat. He was
listed in stable condition
at Bay General after
undergoing surgery.
Deputy Linda Harmuth
was credited with saving
Brown's life by dragging
him to safety after he was
hit by a .22-caliber bullet
at the base of the throat,
Duffy said. She had
answered the initial call

Mon.-Sat. 10-6

allt Wing's Ben
753-0550

Murray

Don't miss those priceless family pictures. The
EKTRALITE 400 Camera is easy to carry, easy to use.
Fixed focus. Built-in flash that automatically shuts off
when the cover/handle is closed. For great pictures of
your family anytime.

COUPON

Get A Jump On Spring
With Big Price Discounts
on new Case lawn/garden tractors
“you buy one of our new Case lawn garden
tractors during this special discount period,
you'll save up to $300 depending on the model
chosen. Check the table below. The dollar
discounts are shown opposite the
Case tractor models

Eligible

Discounts

Models

Eligible
Models

Dimwits

$ 75

222N

Si 50

108XC

$ 75

224

$200

110XC

$100

444

$200

446

$200

SO

210

ODAK EKTRALITE 500
$3669
Camera Outfit
.
- Give the worry free camera from Kodak SENSALITE'm Flash turns itself on when you need it
and off when you don't Just aim and shoot. Outfit includes film and battery Make one part of your

220

$150

448

$200

220M

S150

648 L/T

$300

222

$150

648 L/O

$300

„

Double F
Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays

Now's the right time to buy.
Put a Case on your place.8 to 18 hp. Rear engine riding mower;*Pactors, lawn
and garden tractors. loaderiractor and loaderbackhoe Ask for a demonstration
of exclusive Case HYDRIV — no belts, shafts or pulleys in the drive system Get
the best Get a Case. Get a big Case discount — now

Normal and telephoto lenses let
you get in on all the action. Builtin SENSALITE'm Flash turns on
when you need it and off when
you don't Just aim and shoot.
See this double fun outfit today.
KODAK TELE-EKTRALITE 600
Camera Oudit

Prices Good Through
February 24th

Offer valid Feb. 1, through Mar, 31, 1982
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